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- R E C O M M E N D E D PA D D L E : DY N A M I C CA R B O N 7 0 / 1 0 0 A DJ The Monotipo is being developed as an allround board to be used every day or for SUP races in the category below 12’0”.
N
Nothing beats the feeling of racing to keep fit and competitive without the complications of using expensive custom made gear.
The Monotiopo 11’4” will start encouraging a class of its own that passionate SUPpers consider as a fair and easy way to compete
on the same equipment, proving that a healthy lifestyle matches better with a fair choice that does not take technological
advantage into account at all costs.
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editor’s note

A hell of a year…
here’s to the future!
It’s been a hell of a year. After a slower than anticipated start
to 2016’s UK summer of SUP – due mainly to colder than
expected windy weather – it finally kicked in and we were
delivered sublime, warm and sunny conditions for most of
high season. School holidays were a gift from the weather
gods with day after day of seemingly scorchio thermometer
readings enticing paddlers onto the brine.
Simply getting out afloat is still where it’s at, with inflatable
equipment the top of everyday paddlers’ wants and needs – this
doesn’t look like changing in 2017. For sure, there are the more
performance orientated ends of stand up – such as surf and race –
which still continue to attract growing numbers every year, but
recreation is where it’s at. In short the whole UK SUP scene is
looking peachy. As an all comers sport, which can be progressed in
any given direction chosen by riders, you can’t get much more
inclusive than stand up.
Ten years down the line, from SUP’s global beginnings, and we have
a fully-fledged industry, superstars of SUP and a whole plethora of
events and comps that are hugely popular. Here in Blighty, Wales,
Scotland and Ireland SUP is being pushed positively. It’s a unique
scene that has its own nuances and circumstances. We’re not
blessed with a tropical climate, and are very much beholden to
weather gods. That said we’ve developed and created stars of SUP in
their own right here on our doorstep, have our own bunch of unique
events, while remaining a part of the wider global SUP family. This
is such a positive thing and as we reflect on 2016, looking towards
2017’s kick off, the signs are for further growth, development and
improvements that will only benefit our domestic scene.
Here at SUPM we set out our stall initially with aims of focusing on
the UK’s paddling fraternity and industry – an ethos we still stand
by. From what was once a burgeoning ‘thing’ UK SUP has evolved
into an entirely different beast. One which stands tall, can hold its
own and will continue to grow stronger. 2017 is already in the
minds of some and its stand up paddle prospects are looking great.
Stay with us for the ride ahead - it’s going to be awesome!

Lastly…
Unfortunately this issue of SUPM is the last of 2016. But have no
fear, we’ll be back, fresh as a daisy, brimming with all you can eat
SUP goodness in 2017. The next few months will no doubt serve up
some amazing conditions on the water, while also providing
challenges for those choosing to tackle the off season for the first
time. We’re sure whatever type of SUP you indulge in between now
and spring will be fulfilling. If you have any ideas for articles, stories
or features – for either the web or mag – then let us know. We’re
always stoked to hear from you, help broadcast the diversity of the
sport and publish articles featuring your adventures.
For now, enjoy this issue, have a great autumn/winter and we’ll be
back in print/ezine format come the New Year. Stay tuned to the
website for even more cracking SUP articles during the interim. And
don’t forget to check out our brand new magazine – Windsurfing UK
– if you dabble with sail power. TTFN!!
Tez Plavenieks, October 2016
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
@tezwoz
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Joe Thwaites is the brains and brawn behind North East based Loco SUP. A
self-styled paddle surfing brand Joe is outspoken, colourful and certainly a
personality within UK stand up. Ever one for a good nitty gritty chat we
caught up with Mr T for this issue’s Behind the Brand feature.
Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Loco SUP

Behind
the
brand
Joe Thwaites, Loco
Tell us about your watery history –
how did you get into sports of a moist
nature?
II hit the water for the first time when I was
about 9 years old! My gran used to pay for
my brother and I to get surf lessons down at
Saltburn-on-Sea. I also tried windsurfing
about the same time but it largely left me
cold, as the equipment was massive for my
size and pootling about on a lake was a bit
lame by comparison. The following years
were filled with regular visits to Saltburn to
practice and build my water confidence
going out in bigger waves.

When I was about 15 years old I got into
DJing, so I sold all my surfboards and
spent all my available cash on vinyl for the
next 10 years! I got right back into
windsurfing doing all the usual flat water
Vass and Dahab progression trips before
testing myself in the waves, hitting places
like Cape Verde, Fuerteventura and
Morocco as well as maxing out on coastal
water time in my native North East and
other spots around the UK. I still windsurf
with the NWC lads but mainly at the coast
in the colder months when the swell is
firing and the fan is turned up to 10..
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When did you first come across
stand up paddle boarding? Did you
think it looked cool?

Got any fond memories of your time
stand up paddling so far?
Plenty! Enjoyed a couple of fantastic
winters developing our original range of
SUP and short SUPs in Fuerteventura in
2012/13. I regularly shared waves with
Iballa Moreno, Olivia Piana, Stephane
Etienne, Erik Terien and many other pro
water folk before they could actually do
any ‘proper turns’. It certainly brought my
SUP surfing on in leaps and bounds.

It was through windsurfing that I got
introduced to SUP, which lead to me
setting up one of the first dedicated SUP
schools in the UK. Not sure it looked ‘cool’
and I certainly copped some grief for
starting a scene up here in the North East.
That said, I thought SUP had great
potential for bigger waves – which I
thoroughly tried out in my first year of
ownership. Nothing like a couple of near
drownings to test the limits..

I’ve also spent some quality time in
Morocco and its right hand reefs slap a big
smile on your face as you
throw buckets off
the top. It’s
cheap and
friendly over
there too
which always
helps.

Where did you first learn to SUP?
100% self-taught. I was catching waves in
less than 30mins from a standing start. It
felt familiar to ‘surfing’ a larger windsurfer
i.e easy to catch waves and impossible to
turn without ‘very deliberate’ footwork. We
all just watched YouTube videos from
Hawaii and tried to emulate the guys with
varying degrees of success.

9
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Who are your SUP heroes?
I can’t say I subscribe to hero worship, but
there are plenty riders who I respect
because they charge massive waves on
SUPs or surf with style. Got to love Laird.
Apart from that, Leco Salazar is one of my
favourite riders and the general standard
down in South America is off the hook.
In terms of racing, I find it hard to get
excited about anything apart from technical
races in and out of the surf. The longer
races, although impressive displays of
stamina and endurance, aren’t really geared
towards the spectator in my humble
opinion. That said I’ve been really
impressed by some of the UK charity
endurance paddlers like Dean Dunbar, Jo HV and Loco all-rounder Neil Craig.

What about land based activities –
anything that gets you frothing like
a silky offshore wave?
I still play badminton, enjoy long beach or
country walks with our black lab and love
visiting new places, usually rough camping
in the van with a selection of wind/surf/SUP
toys in the back.
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I know there was a lot of resistance when we
first started. Thankfully these days we have
a base of loyal customers and riders, a
much slicker supply chain and those in the
know definitely have Loco on their radar.

Talk us through your day to day
responsibilities – is it all paddling,
testing, paddling or do you have to
do some work occasionally?
I used to work over the winter coaching
badminton in schools and teach SUP during
summer. Learning the basics on flat water
isn’t that involved – despite what the
various training organisations would have
everyone believe. The surfing side can take
a lot longer to learn, unless you have a
decent coach, so I tend to offer specific surf
clinics these days, usually over the colder
months either on the East Coast or organise
trips away to sunnier climes with more
reliable conditions.
In terms of my Loco work, I wear many hats
at the moment but that’s set to change as
we move into foreign markets. My day can
involve everything from coming up with the
next shape, to designing the aesthetic of
the boards, doing social media and website
amends to discussing liability agreements.
There’s never a dull moment and, with
potential partners all over the world, I’m
always emailing or on Skype at all times of
the day – which can make ‘sleeping well’
tricky, let’s say!

Loco has come a long way in its
short existence – what’s been key to
Loco’s success?

Where did the idea for a SUP brand
come from?
The brand was born in Fuerteventura
working with Witchcraft, so it made sense to
give it a Spanish name and Loco seems to
tick the box and was short enough for
people to remember. Jagermeister might
also have had a hand in it.

I’d say it’s been largely down to my own
personal drive, vision and singlemindedness
and ongoing support from my family and
friends. It’s not easy competing with the
marketing machines of more established

What appealed about the concept?
The boards I was riding five or six years ago
weren’t saying much in the waves, so I
thought I could do better. Four months in I
had a national champion. Since then we’ve
gone from strength from strength,
extending our range and attracting interest
from all over the world. I still maintain that
we make some of the most exciting surf
SUPs in the world.

As one of the first home grown UK
companies, was it difficult getting
things off the ground?
Not as hard as you may think, although
being put in touch with Bouke from
Witchcraft was a lucky start to my ongoing
R&D adventure.
11
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In terms of my
Loco work, I wear
many hats at the
moment but
that’s set to
change as we
move into
foreign markets

There’s a lot a cheap rubbish out there and,
with people responding to price in these
times of austerity, we’d be foolish not to
proceed with caution. Sure, if you live in a
shoe box and don’t have a car or want to fly
with a board with complete peace of mind,
they make sense.

brands, but quantifiable performance and
good value for money always shines
through. Don’t get me wrong, it hasn’t all
been plane sailing but I’ve run several
businesses to date so this is all just part of
the game. I’m just a normal lad from the
North East following his passion, have grown
up in the water and have served my
apprenticeship over 30 years, which you
can see and feel in every Loco board.

Tell us about how you plan on
developing the Loco brand. We’ve
seen significant changes in 2016 –
what about further plans to evolve,
technologically or otherwise.

In terms of change, how’s the sport
moved on in the UK? Is it easier to
sell SUP gear nowadays?

Don’t want to give too much of the game
away… but we’re branching out into other
markets, recruiting more foreign riders and
will continue to develop product. The
branding aesthetic will also evolve. We’ve
tentatively moved into surfboards and
directional kiteboards, which seem to be
getting some positive feedback so we’ll be
looking to recruit more talent there.

The sport is almost unrecognisable since
the early days. The UK scene still seems to
be largely focussed around the south. In
terms of selling kit outside the retail
network, this has certainly become a lot
easier. We tend to get a lot of second
purchase customers or crossover watermen
looking for something different.

We tend to get a
lot of second
purchase
customers or
crossover
watermen
looking for
something
different

We’re also looking into UK-based production
for specific markets and will be rolling out a
premium custom service so if customers
want a production model tweaking to their
exact requirements, we’ll be able to cater for
that moving into 2017.

Why do you think inflatables are
more popular than hard boards in
the UK?
I know iSUPs give riders a false impression
of ability, so when they bite the hard board
bullet it’s almost like starting from scratch
from what I’ve seen. I still maintain, as a
SUP coach, there’s no reason for anyone to
buy a board any bigger than twice their
bodyweight in volume unless they’re racing
or want to do Yoga.
People seem to like them, so you’ll see a
range of key sizes from Loco in 2017. I think
the 12’6’’ and 14’ iSUPs make sense; anything
shorter has me baffled, but we’ll have a 10’
all-round windSUP and a 7’7’ WW iSUP that
will double up as a kids’ board.
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catch from what I’ve seen and the turns
aren’t noticeably better in 8/10 cases.

What’s your most popular piece of
equipment?
9’5’’ – 9’11’’ All-rounder aka the Amigo have
been our most popular boards since we
started, although the new Inca, El Diablo,
Aztec and Motions are proving increasingly
more popular as sub markets grow in size.

In terms of racing, I think there’s still lots of
work that can be done. For me, using
computational hydrodynamics software to
test race shapes in different environments is
where it’s at and it’s something we’ll be
looking at in the near future.

Give us your thoughts on SUP kit in
general.

As far as inflatables go, we’re already seeing
brands trying to make them stiffer or retro
fit hard rails so we’ll probably see some
interesting developments over the next
couple of years. Whether they’ll ever replace
hard boards…?

There’s good and bad in every industry and
SUP is no different. Having seen some of the
£299 iSUPs off eBay and some of the
‘premium carbon race boards’ and
everything in between, price can be a
helpful indicator but it doesn’t always follow
that spending more means you’ll get a
better product.

I think there’s massive scope for
developments with paddles and other SUP
accessories and this again is something
Loco is looking into. I know there’s a lot a
promo around hydrofoils at the moment,
which is terrifying. I can see taking a metre
high machete into any line up ending in
disaster. It’s not like the turns even look that
good, even when ridden by the pros. They
should remain the bastion of big wave tow
in chargers and downwind enthusiasts,
unless the whole safety issue can be
regulated, in my humble opinion.

In terms of where the sport is going in
general, I worry that the surf side is fast
disappearing up its own backside (like
windsurfing did) with sinky boards that no
one can ride unless it’s glassy calm. Surely
the whole point of SUP surfing was to get
out there when the waves weren’t suitable
for surfing proper? I take my hat off to
riders who can balance on super tiny
boards, but they scratch more than they

13
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I think there’s
massive scope
for
developments
with paddles and
other SUP
accessories and
this again is
something Loco
is looking into

Talk to us about your personal quiver
– what are you using and why?
I use the 8’9’’ and 9’2’’ El Diablos,
depending on which way the wind is
blowing. I find the extra length and volume
of the 9’2’’ gives me a bit more stability and
glide in onshore conditions, whereas the
lower volume 8’9’’ works really well on
clean days or in smaller waves. I’ve also
been enjoying the 11’ Inca over the
summer months.
I’ve also just started using the new versions
of the Aztec and even the biggest one in
the range has me frothing every time I’ve
used it. It’s rocket ship fast, to the extent
where airs aren’t always optional, and it’s
so easy to carve. Even intermediates who’ve
tried it have fallen in love instantly.
Needless to say, I think it will be a great
seller for Loco!

Where’s your local spot? What does
it offer stand up paddle boarders?
Tynemouth (honest). I travel for my waves
these days so much depends on swell and I
try and coordinate with my riders to make
sure we get some photos from any killer
sessions. I surf everywhere, from Scotland
and Northumberland down to Scarborough,
Wales and Cornwall. The East Coast has its
gems but I’m not giving them up. The
search is all part of the fun anyway, right?

Any plans to hit up locations further
afield for personal SUP time?
Few plans afoot but again not telling at this
stage…

I’ve given most things a go, bar serious white water.
I’d have a stab at that with someone capable to
save me from drowning
myself in some waves of consequence. I
seem to be spending more time on the
business side of running Loco rather than
actually getting wet, so this needs
addressing, work life balance and all that.

Describe your dream destination –
why does it tick the boxes?
Anywhere with sunshine, food that doesn’t
put you in hospital, cheap booze and a nice
predicable head high reef break will do
nicely!

Any final thoughts on SUP or Loco?
SUP is a great sport to get into, people
who’ve not been bitten by the bug should try
it. It doesn’t take years to perfect and you
can paddle pretty much year round.
Similarly if you’ve not tried a Loco there’s no
better time, with constructions better than
ever before, shapes to die for and with our
price points typically save a bundle. We offer
a 12 month no quibble warranty and have
some great carbon paddles and accessories,
so people can buy with real confidence.

Is it just waves or are you happy
paddling all waters?
I’ve given most things a go, bar serious
white water. I’d have a stab at that with
someone capable to save me from
drowning. Thinking more large standing
waves than 2” river burp. Launching off
waterfalls just looks like a severed tongue
in the making if you like sticking yours out
as much as I do.
Got any burning SUP ambitions outside
of your normal routine?
I’m keen to revisit the whole construction
process in terms of materials. I’m sure
there are lighter and stronger options
available than just using foam and
sandwich materials. I’ll be doing some work
on this with a university over the coming
months. The idea would be to remove the
labour intensive process and hopefully
migrate production back to the UK.

Shouts and thanks?
Thanks to our team of ambassadors and
riders both past and present for their
competition results, local beach stoke and
content creation. Thanks to my family and
friends for supporting me through the
tougher times. Thanks to the ‘ghost shapers’
we’re currently working with. Thanks for the
ongoing support from all our customers, the
boards in use photos and videos are always
appreciated and we love seeing our gear out
on the water where it belongs.

Outside of getting me nerd on, I’d really
like to SUP down the Amazon and test
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Downwind to

NORTH
ROCK
Bermuda bump running
Words: Simon Winkley
Pics: Simon Winkley, Chris Brown
North Rock sits at the northern limit of a huge extinct volcano that
ceased to be active around 33 million years ago and it caught my
attention last year in the initial planning phase of my fourth trip to
Bermuda.
It is marked by an iconic navigational beacon, which rises magnificently from the
sea below. Today the volcano’s caldera is encircled by coral reef to the north and
west with a 138 large and small islands to the South and East that make up Bermuda
itself. The next landfall to the North is Nova Scotia – 1,000 miles away – or head west
560 miles to Cape Hatteras, North Carolina.
It is marked by an iconic navigational beacon, which rises magnificently from the
sea below. Today the volcano’s caldera is encircled by coral reef to the north and
west with a 138 large and small islands to the south and east that make up Bermuda
itself. The next landfall to the North is Nova Scotia – 1,000 miles away – or head west
560 miles to Cape Hatteras, North Carolina..
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A few months before the trip I contacted Jay
Riihiluoma, proprietor of Upwind Sports
windsurfing school, and suggested to him
that we might get together to paddle to
North Rock and he liked the idea. Working
with the few spare days I had scheduled
into my coaching programme we opted for
Thursday July 28th, with a forecast of Force
3 from the south. Jay and his son Peter
collected me from RBYC by boat and we
arrived at Spanish Point at 0900 with plenty
of water and a supply of locally baked Barn
Bars to keep us powered-up.

I would be working with Royal Bermuda
Yacht Club (RBYC) – training the instructor
team that run their Sailing Academy – a
Royal Yachting Association Training Centre
based in the capital Hamilton. My journey
to Bermuda was punctuated with a workrelated stopover in the British Virgin Islands
and, after a total of six flights – including an
eight-seater from Tortola to Puerto Rico - I
arrived with my SUP kit in tact.
My 23kg hold bag was the SUP bag itself
and carried an inflatable Starboard Racer
12’6, three-piece composite paddle, pump
plus two-weeks of clothing and other stuff.
Such modern SUP kit and the new style of
custom travel bags have recently opened up
incredible possibilities for adventure afloat.
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1500s. We set out and rounded the wrecked
hulk of what used to be the second largest
floating dock in the world. Constructed in
1866 it was towed from London to Bermuda
where it served the Royal Navy until 1906. A
gale drove it onto the reef two years later
and there it remains, fascinating in its rustugliness, despite several abortive attempts
to remove it.
A gentle breeze followed us for about two
miles as the sky behind us darkened with
rain. The rain diverted around us as we
paddled north yet caused the wind to back
and increase to a Force 4-5 square onto our
boards from the east. Luckily the wind soon
eased and steadily veered behind us again.

19
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We crossed the South Channel
shipping lane to paddle
over great beds of coral reef which lay deep enough
to avoid being touched by our boards or paddles.
Turtles surfaced from time to time, flapping briefly
before plunging like stones at the sense of our
approach. Our support boat driver and
photographer, Chris Brown, patiently navigated the
boat through the larger gaps in the reef.
After crossing the North Channel the sea state
became somewhat irregular and challenging at
times and the practice I had put in every evening
that week around the choppy waters of Hamilton
Harbour came good.
After three hours and 50 minutes of steady
paddling we arrived at the beacon where the ocean
on the outside plunges to a depth of 800m. A
southerly swell broke over the rocks to meet our
wind-swell head on. As we paddled around the rock,
dwarfed by the scale of the beacon, this turbulent
water state threw us off our boards several times
despite having kept our feet firmly planted since
the start.
My ambition had been to climb onto the beacon yet
the waves heaving around the base looked defiant,
almost denying access to the 20ft skinny metal
ladder projecting upwards. Sitting on the board for
the final few metres of the approach I paddled in,
slamming several times into the ladder. At the
critical moment I left the board in the sea and
quickly climbed up until my leash pulled tight.
ºI stretched up to lay the paddle on the ledge and
hauled the board up as the waves elbowed the nose
around and the wind sent the board into a rapid
spin. Once upon the ledge a quick check showed the
board, fin and the nose-mounted GoPro to be
unharmed.
Standing up there was better than I had imagined
with panoramic views of Bermuda on one side, the
vastness of the Atlantic Ocean on the other and
pure blue sky all around. I recalled the beguiling
stories conveyed to me by Bermudian Historian
Paul Doughty about the great number of ships that
have floundered on this reef since Juan de
Bermudes discovered the island in 1505.
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Everyone talks about the
Bermuda Triangle yet,
unromantically, loss of ships at sea caused
by the supernatural remains merely a myth.
In the early days of discovery and trade to
the Americas, however, Bermuda’s latitude
made it a natural turning point for ships to
turn east to return to Europe. In the cases
where navigation was wayward a terrible
price was paid as ships laden with precious
commodities met their end upon the
unforgiving reef.
Paddling a SUP in this way perfectly blends
physical, historical and surf elements. If
you are planning an overseas work trip close
to the sea then why not factor in a couple of
free days? Pick up a chart, check an
inflatable SUP with a three-piece paddle
onto the plane, hook up with some cool
people and see where it can take you!
Simon Winkley is supported by Starboard
SUP and Bray Lake Watersports. Thanks to
Paul Doughty (Archivist and Historian at
RBYC). Imray Chart E5 used with the kind
permission of the publishers.
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Surf &
SUP Kid

Surf-G 6'8

SUP Surf Series
High-Voltage

Prism

Maxi-G

Evo

Longboard

Get Up – WindSUP

A
A V A I L A B L E F R O M K A I S P O R T S A N D P A R T I C I P AT I N G N A H S K W E L L R E TA I L E R S .
Contact Kai Sports for more details
info@kaisports.co.uk • +44 (0)23 80840777

Allround Series
Kool – WindSUP

Kool Air

Well
10.8 – WindSUP

W W W. K A I S P O R T S . C O . U K

Sport Series
Skool – WindSUP

Training

NAH-SKWELL UK

Fit

Beach Comp

Scow Mk2

#NAHSKWELL

WORKOUT
Words: SUP Fit
Pics: www.lightboxinc.co.uk
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ON WATER
Taking fitness to the water
Fitness and lifestyle should be integrated; to maintain a
level of fitness, it needs to be part of your lifestyle,
something to enjoy. Stand Up Paddle boarding brings an
active outdoor lifestyle, and, performed the right way, gives
you an effective workout and a challenging exercise option.
Combining elements of SUP, fitness and yoga, SUPfit
introduces you to working out on water, surrounded by
nature, with the elements to challenge you, making each
workout interesting and never the same. Reaping huge
benefits to both mind and body and enjoying the lifestyle
that Stand Up Paddle boarding brings.

SUP Fitness
SUP Fitness is an exciting way to workout on water, offering
dynamic and challenging workouts on Stand Up Paddle
boards, which are low impact, fun and effective.
With the correct technique mastered you can move onto
combining exercises on the board with intervals of
paddling, or perhaps tethering your board so it remains
static and practicing body weight moves to increase the
challenge of your normal routine – the options are endless.
Exercises can be designed to meet any goal, from
improving general fitness to more specific goals such as
strength gains.
Overleaf are a few moves to get you started…
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Assisted squat
with paddle:
•

Position yourself in a standing
position over the carry handle of
the board.

•

Place the paddle in front of you.

•

Feet should be shoulder width
apart and chest should be lifted.

•

Slowly lower to a comfortable
position, keeping the knees
behind the toes, using the paddle
to help maintain stability.

•

Do not bend the knees beyond 90
degrees.

Squat:
•

Position yourself in a standing
position over the carry handle of
the board.

•

Feet should be shoulder width
apart and chest lifted.

•

Slowly lower to a comfortable
position, keeping the knees
behind the toes.

•

Do not bend the knees beyond 90
degrees.

•

Return to start position.
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Press ups:
•

Position yourself face down over
the centre line of the board.

•

Place hands flat on board,
shoulder width apart.

•

Keep back straight.

•

Lower yourself so that your chest
is just above the board. Push back
up to the starting position,
paying attention to posture and
form throughout the movement.

Hip raise:
•

Lie over the centre line of the
board, face up.

•

Back flat, knees bent and feet flat
on the board. Place hands along
your sides.

•

Squeeze your glutes and press
into your heels to raise your hips,
until your body forms a straight
line from your shoulders to your
knees.

•

Slowly lower back down to the
starting position.
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Plank:
•

Lie in a face down position over
the centre line of the board.

•

Rest on forearms, shoulders
should be positioned over elbows.

•

Maintain a neutral spine.

•

Look down.

https://youtu.be/rzS9FJ5AXhw

Side plank:
•

Lie on your side over the centre
line of the board.

•

Place one foot behind the other,
resting on your forearm.

•

Your elbow should be directly
under your shoulder.

•

Contract your core and raise your
hips until your body is in a
straight line from head to feet.

About SUPfit
SUPfit deliver REPS & Skills
Active accredited SUP Fitness
Instructor Training courses as
well as offering on water SUP
Fitness and Yoga retreats in
stunning locations around the
world.
www.supfit.co.uk
info@supfit.co.uk
07889041871
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Words and pics: Cal Major
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Paddle
against
Plastic

This August I
paddled 260
miles around
the entire
Cornish coast
and into north
Devon. I didn’t
do it for fun, or
for a personal
challenge, and
in fact didn’t
really consider
the magnitude
of the
challenge until
about two
hours into
setting off,
dripping in
sweat, hyperventilating and
shovelling Kit
Kats into my
mouth, head
down paddling
into 20mph
headwinds. A
sign of things
to come!

I had never undertaken a challenge like this before, but the
reasons behind it had been brewing for a while. I wanted to
find a way with which to empower people to make a
difference to the health of our oceans. We are told relentlessly
about the marine litter crisis and the amount of plastic in the
oceans, but rarely are we shown simple solutions as to what
we as individuals can do to help alleviate the problem! I
wanted to bring a message of positivity that actually there is
one really simple thing that we can do, as ocean lovers, to
help protect our oceans; our beloved playground.
It is estimated that we use 13 billion plastic bottles a year in
the UK – 13 BILLION! They are one of the most common
things that wash up on UK beaches, and pollute our oceans.
Many of them are single use water bottles. And yet, in the UK
we are blessed with clean, safe, abundant drinking water in
our taps! So do we really need to be using so many? In
exchange for my challenge, which really did turn out to be
rather challenging, I challenged my followers to go the
summer without buying a plastic water bottle and instead to
use a refillable bottle, saving money and reducing plastic
pollution at the same time.
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our absolute determination. There were
constant decisions to be made; cut the
bay and save three miles paddling, or
paddle into the bay and it take twice as
long but be much safer; attempt to paddle
12-foot boards with kit on the front
through five foot waves, or sit out and get
a cream tea; surreptitiously eat the last
piece of flapjack before my buddy turns
round and sees me, or paddle over and
share it.

I set off from Wembury, with a great sendoff from my fellow Surfers Against Sewage
regional reps, full of energy, enthusiasm
and sandwiches, for the first leg across
Plymouth Sound to Cawsand. It was just a
short six mile stretch, and initially it was
lovely gentle paddling. In fact, I remember
my buddy saying to me, “Cal, I think this
is going to be easier than we thought.”
How wrong he was...
The wind picked up out of the shelter of
the bay and so ensued 20 days of
headwinds, overhead swell, fog, rain, and
about three days in total that I would have
actually chosen to go paddle boarding.
And I wouldn’t change any of it.
Because the paddle was being used as a
vehicle to deliver a message, and to
engage as many people as possible, we
had organised community beach cleans
along the way – which meant that we had
a schedule to stick to. This was one of the
toughest aspects of the paddle, as we
couldn’t just amble along in our own time.
It made the unseasonably strong
headwinds and swell even more
inconvenient.

Vulnerable
I learnt an incredible amount while in the
water, about tides, swell, wind, headlands,
how to paddle, how to catch mackerel and
not your own fingers and, perhaps most
importantly, how vulnerable you are on a
paddle board in the ocean. I strongly
believed that I could do anything I put my
mind to. Mother Nature had other ideas
and I found this out the hard way on more
than one occasion while trying to paddle
into headwinds, against the tide and
around headlands.

I challenged my followers to go the
summer without buying a plastic water
bottle and instead to use a refillable
bottle, saving money and reducing
plastic pollution at the same time

I remember well the moment of
realisation that my body was unable to
perform to my mind’s expectations, and
how terrifying this was when the other
eventuality was being smashed by six foot
waves into sheer cliffs. Fortunately I got
into our destination unscathed on that
occasion, but it has certainly filled me
with respect for the ocean and its
immense power. This was incredibly
humbling and drove home the truth of the
matter, which is that you cannot fight the
conditions on a paddle board, however
much you grit your teeth and scream.
We were hoping to paddle 20 miles a day,
which varied in time taken from eight to
12 hours. One day we paddled three miles
in four hours before giving up for the day,
sweaty, exhausted and frustrated. We
simply couldn’t fight the winds, despite
35
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Marine litter crisis
We also had some amazing days, and I
feel so fortunate to have had this
opportunity to spend so much time in
nature. The world and all its issues seemed
so far away, apart from, of course, the
marine litter crisis, which was staring us in
the face at each beach we came to. We
found hundreds upon hundreds of plastic
bottles in coves and beaches only
accessible by water; they had all washed
in there from the ocean. We took as many
as we could on the front of our SUPs to be
recycled, but simply were not able to
make a dent on the amount on some of
the beaches we stopped at.
Each plastic bottle we found was once in
someone’s hand; it seems so wrong that
something we are using for a few minutes
on land can pollute our oceans for
hundreds of years. The simplest way to
stop plastic water bottles from ending up
in our ocean is to stop buying them – ditch
the single use plastic bottles for good and
use a refillable bottle instead!
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One by one, they belly flopped into the
water and began chasing us, tails
splashing, snorting and swimming pretty
fast towards us

Some of our best days involved the local
wildlife. We saw tens of sunfish, dolphins
and porpoises, and lots of seals. Perhaps
one of the scariest, and, looking back,
more hilarious, moments was rounding
Land’s End, revelling in our achievement
as I had been having nightmares for weeks
about six-foot standing waves, whirlpools
and tidal races dragging me out to sea,
and coming across a colony of seals, which
in comparison seemed like a delightful
alternative! Until, one by one, they belly
flopped into the water and began chasing
us, tails splashing, snorting and swimming
pretty fast towards us. Turns out it was
mating season making them angry, so I
dread to think what was on their minds
when they were chasing us!

small hole appeared in the bag, which got
bigger and bigger and could have resulted
in quite a spectacle, given the mission we
were on. Fortunately the bag held, and I
did not accidentally re-distribute those
carefully retrieved bottles back into the
ocean amongst professional surfers and
hundreds of spectators.
I am really touched by the amount of
people who have come onboard with the
expedition and the campaign. So many
individuals have offered help and support
by buying reusable bottles and offering
words of comfort and encouragement as
we dragged our battered bodies, bleeding
feet and exhausted minds up the beach
with our heavy kit and small prospect of
tasty tea.

Another favourite moment was
accidentally paddling through an
international surf contest at Fistral beach
to get into Boardmasters Festival, on a 12foot SUP with a bright orange survival bag
full of plastic bottles lashed to the front.
As I was paddling in through the swell, a
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www.justgiving.com/cal-major
Facebook: Paddle Against Plastic 2016
Instagram: @paddleagainstplastic
Twitter: @PaddleVsPlastic
If you take nothing else from this, please
think twice about the next plastic water
bottle you buy and its potential to end up
polluting our planet. Better still, get your
hands on a reusable bottle and get in the
habit of taking it with you and refilling it!
And if you have 10 spare seconds, which I’m
sure you all have, please head over to
messageinabottle.org.uk to support Surfers
Against Sewage’s campaign for a plastic
bottle deposit return scheme. Your name on
that petition will really help the campaign
for massively improved recycling rates and
a huge reduction in the waste ending up in
our beautiful oceans. Thank you.

Thanks
A huge thank you to Starboard SUP, Palm
Equipment and Finisterre for kindly
supporting the expedition but most
importantly for being fully behind the
message being delivered, and for standing
by their own strong environmental stances
and doing their bit to protect our oceans.
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200%
quicker
ARUN BASELAYER

Channel Flow fabric wicks moisture away from your skin like
C

palmequipmenteurope.com/arun

nothing else. Inside, the material absorbs less than half the

††

water of conventional baselayers† while hydrophilic threads
draw moisture to the outside – to dry twice as fast.

AATCC standard test

Under

mountain
shadows

Words: Thomas Oschwald
Photos: Fanatic SUP International

Switzerland is famous for its mountains – massive alpine monoliths
stretching up towards the sky. But in the middle of this barren mountain
world you can find peaceful havens – the Swiss Mountain Lakes for
instance. They are hidden between valleys and will enchant visitors at
first glance. Some of them are vast but there are also smaller stretches,
all sparkling like pearls between peaks. Fanatic rider Thomas Oschwald
tells us his story of escape, wilderness and getting off the beaten track.
The Swiss Mountain Lakes are a massive magnet of attraction. Not only because they are
beautiful but they are also concealed. You can only reach them with big efforts and hours
of walking. Sometimes hikes can take up to eight hours just to go paddling on a lake
smaller than a soccer field. That might sound crazy but that’s exactly what is appealing
and why I do it again and again. I never question why I force myself to scale mountains
when it would be easier to paddle a lake at ground level. I would rather escape from the
daily routine and do something different.
If alone or together with my girlfriend it’s the adventure within nature that is most
important. I escape from civilisation looking for thrills in my homeland. I hardly travel far,
instead I look for challenges in my local environment. This way I can reduce my footprint
and experience adventures on a smaller budget, right outside my house.
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https://goo.gl/maps/u5k13f5N4ZM2
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Starting
spontaneously is not
goalless. Proper
organisation and
panning of the route,
as well as having the
correct gear, are essential components
of each trip. But I always like to keep a
bit of uncertainty in the mix. This is,
after all, what makes physical activities
challenging. Overcoming these
challenges is the goal.
Switzerland has many stunning mountain
lakes. Some are easy to reach by bike,
others only via an exhausting climb.
Depending on how much time I have and
how motivated I feel, I will either plan a
short tour or a longer hike stretching across
a couple of days. There are many
possibilities with different degrees of
difficulty close together – something for
everyone.
I would recommend starting with an easier
route for those coming to the area for the
first time. The weight of an inflatable SUP
on your back is not something to
underestimate. If you also take gear to
sleep over somewhere on the way, that
additional luggage can easily weigh more
than 20 kilos. So after the first three hours
walking, or biking, the load of backpacks will
take its toll on bodies.
Often hiking or biking with my girlfriend we
save weight by only taking one inflatable
SUP with us. Like that we can split other
gear into three bags and share the board for
paddling once at the lake. Sometimes we
stay over in one of the abundant mountain
huts found close to the water. If you want a
bit of normality on your tour, this is a good
option – nothing wrong with a comfortable
night’s sleep and a hearty breakfast.
Personally I prefer the uncertain and
unsettled. That´s why I like to sleep under
the stars or in a small tent which I carry
with me. You have to consider that it gets
really cold at night, even in the summer.
Long trousers and shirts are absolutely
necessary – even when daytime
temperatures are around 30 degrees. I once
made the mistake of starting a tour only
with one pair of shorts and tee. I fell in the
water and did not have spare clothing with
me. Luckily I did have a warm sleeping bag.
But it was still chilly during the night. Since
then I would rather save weight in other
areas.
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switch off from real life. Or in the words of
Paul Gauguin, “The biggest challenge in life
is to overcome the boundary in yourself and
go to a point you never would have thought
you would ever go.”

I invest so much time and energy hiking all
the way up mountains just for short
paddling periods. As a passionate surfer and
extreme paddler, I’m used to spending a lot
of time on the water. So why carry a SUP for
hours up the mountain, while you could
paddle on any other lake easily reachable
by car? I actually ask myself the same
question sometimes. The answer is quite
simple: It takes me out of my comfort zone
and takes me to where I can unwind and

Some might look for the perfect wave
whereas I am looking for the perfect
moment high up in the Alps. In the shadow
of the mountains each paddle stroke brings
me closer to life.

About the author
Always looking for new challenges in
sports and everyday life, Thomas
Oschwald strives to hit his limits. His
inner conviction is what brings him
bigger and smaller challenges in life.
They make him acutely aware of
experiences away from daily routines.
As an extreme paddler he does not want
to go the easy way. A journey or an
adventure should never lose the
uncertainty and always give
opportunity to make the impossible
possible. This pursuit of trying new
routes and never standing still makes
him complete.
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IT’S ALL
ABOUT THE
JOURNEY
When adventure is of the essence and first place your destination, our inflatable Touring
range has got you covered. Intricate design features, stable platforms and effortless glide
will accompany you, and the younger generations on your discoveries. Our Ray Air models
ooze maximum output with minimum input keeping you paddles ahead of the rest.
Two different layups and backpacks ensure an effortless experience from start to finish.
RIDER PAULINA HERPEL, KAI STEIMER
PHOTO SEBASTIAN SCHÖFFEL
WWW.FANATIC.COM/SUP
K
K66 UK LTD,, KIOSK 3 - BEACH PARADE,
DE, BN11 2FG WORTHING
T 0190 336 8253, SALES@K-66.COM, WWW.K-66.COM

RAY AIR PREMIUM
11’6” × 31” / 12 ’6” ×32 ”

RAY AIR
11’6” × 31” / 12 ’6” ×32 ”

Miles and miles
SUP 11 Cities Tour
Words: Wilma Zwikker-Killgallon and Matthew Killgallon

The SUP 11 Cities Tour in
Holland is a gruelling
endurance race covering
220km crossing the
northern Dutch province of
Friesland. The race consists
of going through 11 cities
(small towns) and ringing
five bells. To make things
more interesting, the last
bell on each day has a cut
off time (normally 5pm).
There is a 15-minute break
at around the halfway
point to re-provision water,
food and quickly devour a
banana and some pasta
before taking off again.

Photo: Mayola Dijksmman/
SUP11 City Tour

Photo: Mayola Dijksmman/
SUP11 City Tour
The race is divided in different classes: nonstop, tour, race ladies, race men, master’s
men, elite men and team. The non-stop
version this year attracted 12 people who
try to complete the whole 220km overnight
with little sleep and rest.

Originally this was an ice skating race held
in the winter when lakes, rivers and canals
are cold enough to freeze. This year was the
eighth 11 Cities SUP race which follows the
same route as the original. The SUP tour is
the brain child of Annemarie Reichman who
completed the first route in 2008 in 38
hours. Each year the tour has grown and
attracts more participants with over 160
participants covering 27 countries in 2016.

Unfortunately three people pulled out.
Caroline Seth-Smith stopped with 38km to
go after losing her support team and running
on no liquids for several hours. Florent Dode
finished in 25 hours and 36 minutes; with
the last paddler, Jorg Bossack, finished nearly
eight hours later in 33 hours and 35 minutes.
Joanne Hamilton-Vale finished in 29 hours
and 42 minutes. All should be commended
for their efforts.

The weather this year was perfect with clear
skies and blistering temperatures of 25C or
more with only a slight or no breeze most
days. This meant hydration and suntan
lotion were very important! Falling in the
canals became a welcome relief.
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2016
Day two:
Sloten-Workum
45.5 kms

Photo: Mayola Dijksmman/
SUP11 City Tour

Starting off by going partly back over the
Slotermeer, followed by another two lakes,
this day was slightly windier with a nasty
side chop making for a gruelling heat. At
the rest stop, after conquering Lake Moira, I
wanted to quit. This was because my feet
were killing me and my body was aching all
over. A note to other SUPers: when on
endurance paddles stand on your board for
eight hours to check that the deck padding
is comfortable!
After a pep talk from my support team,
some lunch, a cool drink and some lovely
Dutch Appeltaart, I got back on my board.
After crossing the lake and taking a longer
break than planned I was behind schedule
to ring the bell at Hindelopen. My friend
Valarie Hirshfield and I had to paddle hard
otherwise we would miss the 5pm cut off
time. With both our husbands rallying round
and spurring us on we made the bell with
only six minutes to spare. Two other
paddlers weren’t as lucky and were pulled
from the race.
With the bell out of the way we had a nice
easy one hour glide until the finish of the
day. I completed this section in 8:57.14.

Day three:
Workum-Franeker
41.6kms
Day three has two more bells, both of which
are easy to reach by the 5pm cut off as they
are just before and after the rest stop.
Without ringing all five bells you cannot get
your ‘het gouden kruisje’ (golden cross),
something that is revered within Holland.

Day one:
Leeuwarden-Sloten
43.3kms
This paddle is mostly over rivers and a few
canals, with various bridges to go under
either in a crouch, on your knees or even on
your stomach with very little clearance.
There was the first bell to ring at Ljlst. The
last 4km is over the Slotermeer – an inland
lake that last year had white caps and they
had to close because of bad weather and
lightning storms. This year it was flat,
becalmed and a nice easy paddle.

This day saw us sweeping along one of the
great canals in Holland near a very big lock
which opens up into the Ljselmeer. This is a
major shipping lane that has container
ships and barges travelling down it. These
cause large wakes which makes SUPing
down the canal very hairy and not for the
faint of heart. As I was doing the 11 Cities
Tour and not the race, I was allowed to do
part of this kneeling down; unfortunately
the race paddlers are NOT allowed to kneel
for more than five strokes making their job a
lot harder.

I finished the route in 8:24.15 which was 30
minutes faster than last year.
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Photo: Matthew Killgallon

The pain and
tiredness all
fall away
once you are
over the
finish line

Photo: Matthew Killgallon
We still had a 15-minute break at the
famous Delft Bridge. This is a bridge with
Delft tiles featuring the picture of every
person who has completed the 11 Cities Ice
Skating Race. It’s one of the most famous
bridges in Holland. Everything went off
without a hitch (other than leaving my
gloves at the B&B and having the support
team retrieve them!). The halfway point
came quicker than expected and after a
water refill, a banana, some pasta and a
chocolate sandwich, I was off again (no
Dutch Appeltaart!) for the last 7km.

The closer we got to Franeker the faster I
became as we turned off the great canal
and moved onto smaller rivers. Day three
was a good day, finishing in only 7:26:44.

Day four:
Franeker-Dokkum
42.6 kms
Delft Bridge.
Photo: Matthew Killgallon

Day four has several portage points where
locks stop you from continuous paddling
and the first day without any bells to ring.
Starting in Franeker we had to paddle on to
Alde Leie where my support crew almost
missed me as he had to race back to Sloten
after we forgot several things in the B&B.
The afternoon consisted of me paddling on
another ‘working canal’ of Dokkumer-Ee;
with more barges, speedboats and pleasure
traffic on a weekend ‘sail’. This definitely
made the paddle more of a challenge, with
many waves, as the boats didn’t really seem
too take much notice of the paddlers.

Once back in Leeuwarden near the finish
line you just feel so elated and proud of
yourself for completing the 220km tour –
the pain and tiredness all fall away once
you are over the finish line. People line up to
wave and cheer you on – you feel such a
sense of comradery. It is such a great
achievement. A whole nine months of
training, spending time away from home
and deciding to go paddling instead of
visiting family. It was well worth it.

Day four finished in a respectable time of
7:38:13.

Day five:
Dokkum-Leeuwarden
27kms

Photo: Matthew Killgallon

Thanks
I would like to say thanks to a couple of
people: Marije Elgersma, Ritske Merkus and
Aukje Postma for organising this great event
and all the volunteers. My husband, for
being such a great support crew during
training and the event and my paddling
buddie’s from Suffolk SUP: Neil Morris,
Kelvin Davies, Helen Fincham, and anyone
else I may have forgotten! Di Knights from
MidSuffolk Leisure Centre also needs a
shout. She helped me during gym training.

This is the final day and time to dig deep.
After completing four marathons in four
days I only had to complete a halfmarathon to finish. At the weekend they
have a lot more people who only want to do
the shorter stages and not the whole tour, so
there were a lot more paddlers at the start.
It also meant we set off at 10am which
allowed for a bit of a lie in.
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TrulyInterview
extraordinary
with Siri Schubert

Alexander Mettes from Aqua Inc. stepped
in and provided me with the SuperSonic
race board and a paddle. Of course, it’s
always risky to paddle new equipment in a
race but it worked out great. The board is
fast and very stable at the same time and I
felt immediately comfortable on it. It
really allowed me to push my limits and to
go for a spot on the podium. The paddle
also worked well – after more than 200 km,
I had virtually no blisters.

You just finished the
S U P 1 1 C i t y To u r, a
gruelling 220 km stage
race and came 3rd in
the women’s
competition. What
makes the race so
special?
It is truly an extraordinary race. I love the
atmosphere and the fact that people from
27 nations travel to Friesland to race,
compete and celebrate the sport together.
It’s great because elite racers and
weekend warriors all paddle the same
distance and everybody goes through
highs and lows over the course of five
days. It’s a really, really hard race but it is
also great fun.

Why did you choose
Aqua Inc.?
I really liked the shape of the SuperSonic
and am excited to see the new SuperSonic
LV boards. Being a relatively small paddler,
I look for boards that work well for my size
and weight. I was really impressed with
how fast Alexander responded to my
initial inquiry and that he immediately
offered help when my paddle broke. There
was something else that attracted me to
Aqua Inc.: I saw a picture of a VW Beetle
with an Aqua Inc. board on top. I drive a
VW Beetle and immediately thought:
That’s a perfect fit!

What equipment did you
use?
I was really lucky. For several reasons, I
could not bring my own equipment and
the airline broke my paddle on the way to
the race. That was really stressful and I
was wondering whether I would even
make it to the starting line. Fortunately,
49
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How did you motivate yourself
during the five days?
I had done the SUP 11 City Tour before in 2013 and I knew from
experience that it gets easier during the week. I expected the
first day to be the hardest and it was. Seeing Seychelle Hattingh
(1st place, USA) and Petronella van Malsen (2nd place, The
Netherlands) in front of me pretty much during the whole race
was extremely motivating. I constantly pushed myself to narrow
the gap.

Can you talk about
some highlights of the
S U P 1 1 C i t y To u r ?
Absolutely. Going through the canals in
the Dutch countryside and in the cities
was great. I especially loved day two
where you first paddle through a long
canal lined with trees that provide shade
and a special atmosphere. And the cities
were beautiful. There was always
something to see so that the long
distances didn’t feel so long. I also like
the fact that there were always people on
the bridges and near the canal to cheer us
on. We were also exceptionally lucky with
the weather. It was warm and sunny
during the whole race.

motivation. NRS also supports me with clothing and gear that
add style and comfort to my paddling adventures. There were so
many paddlers, and of course, the race organizers and many
volunteers that supported me so I felt I had the best support
team in the world. I am extremely grateful for all the
encouragement and help I received.

How did you prepare for the race?
I love paddling long distances. I just enjoy being on the water. I
paddled several marathons and half marathons during the year
and also competed in the Molokai2Oahu
Paddleboard World Championships in July.
The M2O and the SUP 11 City Tour are my
two favourite races, even though they are
entirely different.

How did you deal with
logistics?
The race is very well organized. The race
directors, the staff and volunteers are
extremely hard working but always helpful
and cheerful. I was so impressed. I stayed
in one of the boats, which was great for
meeting people and making new friends
but maybe not so great for getting a good
night’s sleep. Still, I am very happy to have
stayed on a boat and met the four fantastic
women with whom I shared a room.

Were there times when
you were struggling?

You have done many
long distance races, you
have done the 11 City
To u r t w i c e , y o u h a v e
done the M2O three
times, you have paddled
the length of Lake
Geneva and completed
several marathons. Why
do you paddle?

Probably mostly on day four. I was tired, I
hadn’t slept well the night before and
found it hard to keep my head in the
game. But luckily there were some
fantastic people who encouraged me and
motivated me so that I managed to
regain my focus and finish strong.

How did you handle
food and nutrition?
That was a bit of a challenge. Luckily SUP
Shop 24-7 had provided me with Ox
Endurance Formula, which worked great
and provided energy for the long stages.
Eating was more difficult. It’s really
important to eat enough to get through
many hours of paddling but at times I
really didn’t feel like eating at all. I had to
convince myself to eat another banana or
another energy bar. My stomach was
pretty upset on two days and eating is
hard when you really don’t want to.

Did you have a support
team with you?
My partner Stefan Munsch couldn’t come
with me but he is always there for me and supports me
throughout the whole journey. I also had wonderful support
during the race from so many people. It was fantastic. Alexander
from Aqua Inc. of course and his team who supported me with
cheers and energy drinks. Albert Grossguth who had done the
non-stop race was also a fantastic supporter and knowing that he
would be at the rest stops and the finish line gave me extra

I love being out on the water and
challenging myself - I also love the fact
that the water is always different and there
is so much to learn and to experience. I
enjoy paddling on all kinds of water – the
ocean, lakes and rivers.

What are your plans for
next year?
I will definitely keep paddling and enjoy
being out on the water – on rivers, lakes and
the ocean. I will also participate in races
and think 2017 is going to be an exciting
year with strong paddlers who are
dedicated to the sport. I look forward to
meeting wonderful people at different
events. I love downwind races and long
distance races and look forward to some great events. I’d also
love to do the 11 City Tour again, even though it’s far too early to
make a commitment. This race is just so special and so much fun
that I wouldn’t want to miss it.
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*Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
*Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Price increase coming 1/1/2017' so order now!

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP
£529.00

£549.00

£599.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

YogaSUP
£579.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

Cruiser

ISUP

£799.00

£699.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

10'x30"x4"
Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

Interview: SUPM
Pics: Dave White, Ian Phillips, Steve Pye and
Georgia Wharton
Ben Pye is Starboard UK’s young gun paddler who’s
as keen as a bean and looking to make a name for
himself within UK SUP. Starting his journey as a
paddle surfer Ben quickly crossed over to the race
scene and now mixes his time between the two.
SUPM caught up with Ben for a natter.

Slice of Pye Ben Pye
interview
1 When did you discover stand up paddle boarding and
what appeals about SUP?
I got my first taste of SUP in 2008, in Tenerife. Nigel Howells had an 8'0 custom even
back then. I had a go, and I wasn't hooked straight away, and didn't have much
interest really, as I was into shortboard surfing.
Fast forward to 2012, we were on holiday again in Tenerife, staying in the small town of
El Medano for some windsurfing and kiting. The waves were too small to surf my
shortboard and dad had his SUP with him, a Starboard Pocket Rocket. I took it out
because I was going crazy without any waves, and from then on I was hooked!
For me, what appeals about SUP surfing is the challenge of surfing that bigger board, it
makes it much more fun. With the bigger board, you also get to catch far more waves
and you can ride any size waves and make it fun.
The part of SUP racing that appeals to me is the community within SUP racing.
Everyone is loving it and pushing themselves, but also the sport! Everyone is cheering
each other on, and it is a great vibe. It's also the addiction of speed for me; I just want
to go fast all the time! I am hooked on the glide.

2 Did you find it easy to learn or was it an uphill struggle?
Fortunately, I picked it up pretty quickly – and for the rest of the holiday I didn't touch
the surfboard! SUP was all I wanted to do.

3 Which area of the sport do you prefer? You race and
paddle surf but is there one part of SUP that’s more
fun for you?
At this moment in time, and at my age, I don't want to have a favourite – and I don't. I
enjoy both equally. I am also looking this winter at pushing my white water
experience. I had one session last winter on the river with Channel Adventure. I love
learning new things! Downwinding is also a really fun discipline.
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4 Tell us about your
aspirations and goals – how
far do you want to take your
SUP career?

9 Surfing and skateboarding
recently got accepted into
the Olympics. Do you think
stand up will follow? If it
did get in, would you fancy
a shot at a medal?

I would love to push my paddling to a
professional level. I have a dream to one
day compete in the Euro Tour and the
Stand Up World Series.

I definitely think stand up racing has the
potential, maybe a 200m or 1000m like flat
water kayaking and canoeing. It could all
happen on the rowing lakes. The Olympic
Games are the pinnacle of any athlete's
career. A shot at a medal at the Olympics is
a dream for me, and it would be a super
awesome achievement! Stand up surfing
unfortunately I cannot see coming so soon,
maybe I am wrong.

5 How many events have
you competed in to date
and what’s your best result
so far?
I started competing in racing last year as
a junior, raced at Battle of the Rock in
Jersey, Carbis Bay Euro Tour, N1SCO
Worlds, Exe Hammer, Waterborn UK SUP
Clubs and Watergate SUP Surf Nationals,
and enjoyed them all immensely. This
year, although having only just turned 16,
I decided to compete in the men's events,
as I felt it would push me more. In the UK
SUP Clubs Series I have competed in
Battle of the Thames (coming 6th 12'6),
BaySUP Technical (2nd 12'6) and Lake
Windermere (2nd 12'6). I also competed
in the ICON Downwind Race in July and
finished 1st 12'6, and the only junior to
enter.

10How much training to do
you do? Or is it more about
simply getting out on the
water and having fun?
Never as much as I would like to due to
time. It's always fun on the water whether
training, surfing or competing.

11What kit are you using
and why?
For surfing, the awesome Starboard 7'4
Pro combined with the Starboard Enduro
carbon paddle. It's a surfboard you can
paddle.

6 Do you think you could mix
it up with the international
big guns? If so do you have
any plans to compete
internationally?

For racing, the Starboard 12'6 x 25.5 Race.
It's a morph of the Sprint and the All Star.
Combined with the insane Starboard Bolt
race paddle. It's the perfect combination
for me.

That's all I want to do. I can't wait. No
plans at the moment, but maybe next
year.

12How did your sponsorship
deal come about and what
do you have to do in
return?

7 Where do you see UK SUP in
the next few years? Do you
think there’ll be a defined
pathway for you paddlers
like you anytime soon?

I was fortunate enough to be in the right
place at the right time, at the right age.
In return I get to ride the best boards in
the world. Thanks Starboard

I think there will be massive growth in
numbers and events.

8 Will SUP be bigger than
surfing do you think?
Who knows. It's looking pretty good at the
moment. Some North Devon breaks on a
good day are getting to 50/50.
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This year,
although having
only just turned
16, I decided to
compete in the
men's events
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Any final
shouts and
thanks?
Scott Warren of course,
Starboard SUP UK,
Standuppaddleuk, Marc
Hambidge, West
Country Surf Wax and
everyone from the
previous answer. The
Jersey crew, The St Ives
crew also have helped
me a lot recently.

13Do you do any other sports
outside of stand up? If so
what are they and how do
they help with cross over
training – if at all?

16What about at home –
any place you wish you
were at more often?
North Devon Rivermouth reef break. 20
minutes from home. World renowned. I
really like to push the SUP scene there
amongst the heavy localism of
shortboarders.

I compete at swimming regularly. I also
mountain bike, road bike, windsurf,
kitesurf and shortboard surf.

17If you were giving advice
to any young up and
coming paddlers, what
would you say?

14Who are your SUP heroes
and why do you look up to
them?
Zane Schweitzer, Connor Baxter, Sean
Poynter, Peter Kosinski, Marie
Buchanan, Ollie Shilston, Jo Hamilton
Vale – too many to list. All push the
limits of the sport and are great role
models for myself.

Enjoy it and push yourself. Sometimes it
isn't all about competition.

18Do you have any
mentors?
Crispin Jones, Scott Warren, Glenn
Eldridge, Andy Joyce. All have helped
me along the way and have achieved
great things themselves.

15Tell us about your
overseas SUP travel to
date. Where’s your fave
global paddling spot?
A spot up north in Tenerife I can't name,
or they won't let me back.
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TUSHINGHAM SAILS LTD UNIT B HALWELL BUSINESS PARK, TOTNES, DEVON, UK | SUP@TUSHINGHAM.COM | 01803 712140 | WWW.TUSHINGHAM.COM
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Fatstick meets
Surf Snowdonia
After a busy weekend, full of Fatstick
Paddle Board demos, at BBC’s Children in
Need ‘CarFest North’; treating ourselves to
a session at the much anticipated Surf
Snowdonia in North Wales was a no
brainer. With the offer of a night’s
accommodation and the opportunity to
ride the man made wave, it presented the
perfect chance to check out the full Surf
Snowdonia experience.

We were already in Chesterfield for
CarFest, so only a further hour’s drive led
us to wave garden, making the detour to
the beautiful Conwy Valley even more
appealing. The majority of the journey
consisted of mulling over questions such
as, would this mechanical wave be similar
to an ocean wave? What would the pods
and other facilities be like? Is the wave
going to be more suited to a SUP or a
surfboard?

Words: Sam Rogers
Pics: Fatstick SUP
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However, before long, we arrived and it
was pitch black.
We were too late to see the waves in action, but we could still just about make out the surf
lagoon, glassy as a mill pond, reflecting lights from the pods and the few surrounding
buildings. The site isn’t massive, so after parking the van we soon stumbled upon the main
building and reception desk. Here we checked into our pod and picked up the key (which
was actually a rubber wristband). Situated conveniently close to reception was the bar, so
just in time for last orders we glugged a well-deserved beer and soaked up the remaining
chilled, late night atmosphere.
A beer (or two) in and the tiredness hit hard. It was time to go check out our accommodation
for the night. The pods are located on the other side of the lagoon, so just a short walk and we
arrived at Pod 2. Their modern vibe, although minimalistic, meant up to date with technology
– the rubber wrist band was the key to our pod. The bands are fully waterproof, low-profile and
comfy to wear. All we had to do is swipe our wrist over the door lock to gain access to our pod.
After a swipe, we entered. The inside of the pod was warm and comfy. It consisted of two
raised single beds and one double bed at floor level, easily accommodating up to 4 adults.
Now we were settled in, the anticipation and excitement followed. So instead of going
straight to sleep we took a few night snaps of our boards and the pod. Then it was 1:30 am,
so it was definitely time for shut eye.
Today’s the day! We woke up feeling refreshed and super excited. Breakfast is included when
you hire a pod for the night, so we headed back over to the main hub where we sat and inhaled
a hearty full English breaky (or is it a full Welsh breaky?). At this point the wavegarden was
waveless, however after a few sips of coffee and a natter about what the day ahead involved,
the buzzer sounded and the first wave of the day began to roll in; either side of the pier.
Quite frankly we were in disbelief… The wave was bigger and faster than we imagined. The
drop looked pretty gnarly and even some of the instructors took a bit of time to nail it. Once
they did, there was a harmonious roar from spectators dotted all around the lagoon. The
nerves had now kicked in, as before long we knew it would be our time to ride this futuristic
wave! We headed back to our pod to prepare our SUP’s, wetsuits and mentally compose
ourselves, ready for our slot.
Board? Check! Paddle? Check! Leash? Check! Wetsuit? Check! Our chosen rides were the
Fatstick 8’6 Fish and the Fatstick 10’6 Red Ripper, both boards using US boxes with a thruster
fin set up and the six-inch Fatstick centre fin. All set, excited and ready to go, we paced over to
the academy for our introduction and safety briefing. After that, we were just itching to ride
that wave. We waited for the guys from the previous slot to exit the lagoon, we put on their
black jerseys to indicate we were on the ‘advanced’ section of the wave and we FINALLY entered
the water. The possible future of surfing was now just moments away. On our half, the
advanced take off was shared between us and one other surfer, the intermediate section was
occupied by two surfers and the beginner section being tackled by, well, beginners.
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Our chosen rides were
Adventure
the Fatstick
8’6 Fish and the Fatstick
paddling
10’6
is the
Red
Ripper, both boards
best
using
wayUS
toboxes
with a thruster findiscover
set up and
myself,
the sixinch Fatstick centre
nature
fin and people.
Enjoying what
Mother Nature
gives you is the
reward
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Living the dream,
with Reuben May
(Fatstick founder)
and Sam Rogers
(team rider).

The pocket
Now in position, we were just waiting for a mechanically generated lump to start closing in.
The engineered wavefoil technology began to move, slowly, but rapidly picking up speed.
Paddling began, in position, just about to take the drop and… wipeout! This happened a few
times. Besides being a steep, fast drop for a SUP, the wave itself is not instantly instinctive,
you would think you would surf away from the central pier, but you actually end up riding
inwards, between the pier and the pocket of the wave. The pocket is the place to be, get
caught behind the lip and it is near impossible to catch it back up. This wave is fast!
But after a few waves, we soon got the hang of it and started to really enjoy this incredible
bit of technology, staying in the pocket, carving up the open face and just having so much
fun. However, time went too quickly, taking turns riding a left hander then a right hander
every three minutes absolutely flew by and our hour session was over. Next time we’ll
definitely be booking more than one session!
We exited the lagoon, headed back over to the academy, used one of the many onsite
shower and changing facilities, checked out the professional photos of us on offer and
reluctantly got the van ready to go home. We left with that unquestionable stoked feeling
and big smiles on our face, ready for the long journey back to the Jurassic Coast.
Reflecting upon our short experience here, we would have to highly recommend Surf
Snowdonia. It’s obvious that Surf Snowdonia prides itself on the fact that the site is not just
aimed purely at wave riders, there is so much more than just the wave lagoon and it is
definitely a family attraction; accessible to all ages and abilities. Beginner surf lessons start
at just £19 and there are so many packages and bundle deals for all competency levels. Surf
Snowdonia’s well equipped surf shop on site, alongside the fantastic wavegarden, has
everything you would need to completely kit yourself out, ready to head back to your local
beach and put your newly found skills into practice. We can’t wait to go back and visit!
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FREE
PADDLE
WITH EVERY

BOARD
Use promo code

FatStick12

PETER EDKINS
8’6 WAVE FISH // PORTHLEVEN

SMALL BRAND,
BIG PERFORMANCE
From

£399
Performance SUPs
at affordable prices

See the full range at

fatstick.co.uk
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Grande

Roberto
when Tahiti
encounters Italy

Words: Mathieu Foilard
Photos: Andréas
Roberto Ricci needs no introduction, the waterman from Italy has spent
his whole life in the ocean and he has forged the huge RRD brand from it
too. His early days as a windsurfing pioneer in the 1980s turned into a
love of shaping, and he’s never looked back. When kitesurfing came on
the scene, he embraced it with Manu Bertin from France who was one of
the first kitesurfers on the planet. Then when SUP arrived Roberto turned
his attentions to the new sport, and it now makes up a significant part of
the RRD brand.
Mathieu Foilard was born in Brittany, grew up in Africa and now spends his days shredding
the waves in Tahiti with his dad. Mathieu joined RRD a few years ago now and has featured
in numerous photo shoots riding the immense waves that Tahiti has to offer. When Roberto
invited him to visit the headquarters in Italy Mathieu jumped at the chance, but he had no
idea what was in store for him when he arrived in Tuscany. Over to Mathieu for the story.
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Getting to Italy represented a new
Likewise, I was keen to meet the rest of the
team, all these people who I have been
collaborating with over the years.

challenge for me; it’s a long way and a few
flights from my beloved island in the ocean.
However, I had a growing desire to finally
meet my Italian family, who have been
supporting my dreams and passion over the
last four years. I really do mean ‘family’ as
despite being based on a remote dot of land
in the South Pacific Ocean I have been
made to feel exceedingly welcome within
the team at RRD.

When I arrived in Grosseto, Roberto Ricci,
the man himself, was waiting for me at the
company’s head office. I received a warm
welcome from everybody and was
pleasantly surprised by the relaxed
atmosphere and by the fact that everyone
seemed to know who I was. Not only that
they all followed my work too.

I also wanted to meet the man behind the
brand. Roberto, an artist and a
businessman, and someone I consider to be
a genius, he's able to bring together beauty
and performance in each of his inventions.
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design and CNC machine world there is a
still a huge passion for quality and exquisite
workmanship with the hand crafted touch
still present.

As Tahiti is half a world away, I wasn’t
expecting to find out that my role was that
well understood and appreciated – this was
quite a heartwarming yet also humbling
experience.

I also discovered how similar the Italian and
Tahitian lifestyles are: kindness and passion
for life, it’s all about finding the right
balance.

Italy was just as one imagines it… only
better! There, amongst the stunning
scenery and fantastic food, I found the
philosophy developed by RRD: a blend of
quality and beauty. Or as the Italians call it
‘Mestiere Artigiano’, which roughly
translates to artisan craft, an ancient
tradition of building beautiful things by
hand. This was how the RRD brand started
all those years ago when Roberto wanted to
fuse this ethos with performance to create
his products and make them something
special. Even today, in a computer aided
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I was privileged to see how well
Roberto runs his company, in
conjunction with his intelligence
and ‘savoir-faire’, was an everpresent human touch. There
aren’t a massive number of
people working at RRD, as
you might expect, but
everyone is incredibly
talented and adept
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There, amongst
the stunning
scenery and
fantastic food, I
found the
philosophy
developed by
RRD

and being given a vehicle to use at my
disposal, I was already in seventh heaven!
However, being welcomed as both a guest of
honour and also as a full member of the
RRD team was unbelievable!

in their roles. I noticed that each point of
view gets taken into account and that there
was real team cohesion, both among
employees and riders that support them.
Meeting them allowed me to understand
how they function and have a better grasp
of the character who leads this dynamic
workforce: Roberto.

To get to know each other better, and also to
make the most of my visit, Roberto had the
idea of going on a trip towards Corsica. Being
Roberto this was by his boat, one that he
designed, another of his talents. It is capable
of taking his entire SUP, kite and windsurf
gear just about anywhere he fancies.

Roberto is a mind-blowing man, both
through his energy and ingenuity. He’s a
man who is perpetually searching for
innovation, and whose creativity appears to
know no boundaries, a gift, which in all
likelihood, he inherited from his father.

We loaded up with all the necessary
equipment: boards, sails, wetsuits, but also
the family, the photographer, and Pawel, the
brand distributor from Poland. The first
night we all slept on board so we would be
ready to cast off at dawn.

My biggest surprise came in the evening,
when we all met at a restaurant with
Roberto, at Castiglione della Pescaia. You
can imagine that after such a friendly
reception, settling into a superb apartment,
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With
beautiful
sunlight
illuminating
Corsica and
Giglio Island
we planned
how to
spend four
days
exploring

background. I experienced the moment as a
magical one. I felt a sort of energy and a
thought connection, regarding the way we all
wanted to put innovation forward.

We went cruising off into the Tyrrhenian Sea
at about 18 knots. With beautiful sunlight
illuminating Corsica and Giglio Island we
planned how to spend four days exploring.
On the way, Roberto wanted to show me the
places that he is most fond of, such as the
Island of Montecristo, a mythical area,
loaded with history that dates back to the
Iron Age. These days the island is a nature
reserve, and there are just two humans who
live there, both keepers who look after the
reserve and help to preserve the flora and
fauna found here.

I am passionate about board sports, and I’m
convinced that those sports can be displayed
in more creative ways. I had the feeling that
we all shared this vision together, given that
we have a hunger for our respective
professions and live our lives at 100%.
Once we arrived in Corsica, we got on the water
right away. A Longrider and WinSup was used,
attaching some windsurfing rigs we sailed for
three hours in the crystalline bay waters of
Piantarella, beneath the lens of photographer
Andréas. In Corsica, the landscapes are
spectacular, and we couldn’t help but take
photographs everywhere we went and at
anytime! In the caves, during sunset, along
the seashore, on the water and underwater!

At that moment, the environment, the strong
winds and heavy seas, inspired me. I decided
to jump into the water to do a downwinder
with the Monotipo 11'4". It was a great
opportunity for some improvised photos; I
was paddling hard, riding the small swells
with the Island of Montecristo in the
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When I awoke

https://goo.gl/maps/MckRJ6ys2zD2

It was awesome to discover this other facet
of the man, Roberto Ricci, his paternal side,
and his ability to let go of work problems, to
live fully and take advantage of the present
moment. I believe life should be lived that
way, and it was inspirational, they kept
calling me ‘Grande Matteo’, but I would
rather reply ‘Grande Roberto’!

on the first morning in Corsica, Roberto
suggested we take some more photos
underwater. The plan was to play with the
early sunlight and its reflections on the sea.
I felt honoured to be able to shoot this
session with him. Roberto took the camera,
while I put on the latest 2016 winter
wetsuit. We worked all morning, and the
time passed without us noticing. In the
evening, all the crew, children included,
were delighted to tell stories about their
adventures while everybody enjoyed a good
plate of ravioli, and many other delicious
dishes I couldn’t even begin to describe.

We explored Corsica as much as we could in
those four days. We paddled until our arms
could take no more, and ate some of the
finest Corsican food that you could imagine.
As ever, when you are having the time of
your life, the clock moves too quickly and
before I knew it my trip, which had turned
into a blur of fun and great people, had
come to an end.
In a short time I got to feel like I had not only
met the people I regarded as my family but
truly become one of them. Roberto was an
inspiration at every moment, and I flew
home to Tahiti with some fantastic memories
and moments I will cherish forever. I’ll be
back in Tuscany soon!
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BLUE CHIP HOLDS THE LARGEST STOCKS OF SUP BOARDS, PADDLES & ACCESSORIES IN LONDON & THE
UK. WE OFFER THE BEST PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE. COME AND VISIT US AT OUR HIGH STREET STORE
WE OPEN OUR DOORS AT 07:30, BLUE CHIP - MORE THAN JUST AN INTERNET STORE!

The ASI is recognised as the World leader in
the provision of qualified SUP instructors and
accredited schools. Blue Chip is proud to have
a 100% ASI recognition standard.

SINCE 2009 WE HAVE BEEN SETTING THE STANDARD FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW
l

l

l

l

l

l

Since 2009, the largest and most active ‘Stand Up Paddleboard’ club in the UK
Blue Chip SUPer Club is a fully inclusive and a ‘non-profit making’ club
Adventure paddling, river, lake and pool training for club members
Club paddles are free for club members
Record breaking viewings of our illustrated blog – paddling twice a week every week
Often imitated - never duplicated

The First ASI accredited SUP
School in Europe for Flat
Water and Coastal Open
Water conditions.
Principle and head
instructor:
Brian Johncey
There is no substitute for
Knowledge, Experience and
Passion

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk
020 8715 0040 94 ChurCh hIll roAd, CheAm, Surrey, Sm3 8lJ
info@BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk

ACTION!
WATERGATE DELIVERS FOR UK
2016 BSUPA SUP Surf series overall top three results
Photos: Bob Berry/BSUPA

Open Men
1st Aaran Rowe
2nd Ollie Laddiman
3rd Blue Ewer

Men Senior
1st Steven Roberts
2nd Gregory Bowden
3rd Charlie Grey

Open Women
1st Marie Buchanan
2nd Tina Beresford
3rd Nikki Graham

Men Masters
1st Dave Ewer
2nd Matt Barker-Smith
3rd Matt Arygle

Under 16 Boys
1st Blue Ewer
2nd Todd Sawyer
3rd Ben Pye

Men Grand Masters
1st Steve Graham
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STAND UP PADDLE SURFERS

Open Men winner Aaran Rowe
73
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Sportsmanship is alive and kicking
Throughout the weekend of competition at Watergate Bay Hotel, we saw some
fantastic sup surf action, but its images such as this one of Blue Ewer and Ben Pye
shaking hands after the finals of the Under 16 Boys, that confirms that
sportsmanship is strong and plays an important play of their competitive career.
Well done to you both.

Open Women winner Marie Buchanan
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Matt Barker-Smith

Tina Beresford

BSUPA would like to extend their wishes to all
competition directors, officials, venues, sponsors
and competitors for their assistance and
participation in creating a great season of
competition. Find out more over on
www.bsupa.org.uk

Ollie Laddiman
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C O M PA R I S O N R E V I E W

UK waterman
package
Loco Amigo 9.5ft x 31” and Aztec 7.7ft x 28.5”
Prices:
Clearance 2016 from £699
Amigo 2017 from £949
Aztec £999/£1349

Info:
http://locosurfing.com/prod
uct/2017-loco-amigo-allround-sup-paddle-board/
http://locosurfing.com/prod
uct/2017-loco-aztec-shortsup-paddle-board/

We’ve been doing comparison tests between same branded kit for a while
now. It’s a way to test the contrasting differences or similarities between
kit and highlight who these toys are for. Sometimes we take almost
identical boards, with one dimensional difference, and pit them against
each other, while at other times we pair up two seemingly different pieces
of kit and highlight why they might be good for users looking at a
potential quiver. For this Loco comparison it’s very much the latter
category that the Amigo 9.5ft and Aztec 7.7ft falls into.

Amigo 9.5ft
however, and the Amigo
switches up a gear and
carves up and down,
bounces of the lip and
generally skirts
around ‘wave town’
with the best of
them.

Loco’s continued delivery of updated
liveries and enhanced performance
sleds for 2016 has been tangible this
season. Having updated the range, we’ve
been impressed with the North East SUP
company’s gear and the Amigo suitably
follows this trend.
Standing out with bold graphics on the
beach, the 9.5ft Amigo looks like a good
board for budding intermediate paddle
surfers while retaining a degree of all round
flat water paddling performance. Look
closer and the beady eyed will spot the
integrated mast track suitable for attaching
windy rigs.

Whether a budding
ripper or already
established
shredder, Loco’s
Amigo 9.5ft is
poised to serve
up fun wave
performance
that all the
family can
make use
of. And
then there’s
windSUP
mode…

Flip the Amigo over and gone are the low
quality plastic fins of old, replaced by a set
of high performance thrusters accented
with bold fluro green paint work. All in, the
Amigo appears to be a versatile machine
with plenty of crossover appeal for a variety
of watery tastes.
Paddling out, the Amigo is perfectly
composed. It’s rock solid in the stability
department and the full length deckpad is
both grippy and comfy underfoot. A
moderately rockered nose climbs over water
efficiently and if mellow surf sessions are
your thing then you’ve come to the right
place.

We know
Joey T (Loco
head honch)
uses the Amigo
for light wind wave sailing
and with rig connected it provides a
confidence building riding for anyone
thinking about the same type of
shenanigans.

Don’t be fooled, however, when we use the
word mellow… Picking up waves early, the
Amigo revs up to speed progressively and
can be ridden from up front, allowing wave
riders to get to grips with paddle surfing
technique. Place tootsies on the tail,
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C O M PA R I S O N R E V I E W
Turning off the tail, the Aztec is excellent
and it redirects in the blink of an eye. In
small junky, conditions Loco’s 7.7ft is a real
winner, making the surf look (and feel)
better than it actually is. There’s an unusual
paddling position riders will need to get
used to – further towards the nose, but not
too far. A bit of time on flat water before
heading into waves might be a way to
achieve this. Once dialled in, however, the
Aztec fits like a glove.

Aztec 7.7ft
So, as we said at the start of this
comparison test, sometimes boards
appear a million miles away in terms of
shape and perceived performance. The
Aztec couldn’t be any more different than
the Amigo. A new shape for this season,
it’s Loco’s take on the parallel rail concept
surf design (or no nose board as we like to
call them) and looks very at odds sitting
next to the Amigo.

As a ‘naked’ board, the feel riders get from a
waxed deck is unrivalled and in terms of
being fulfilled post-session you can’t get a
more rewarding sensation.

And yet, there are similarities. Just as with
the Amigo, the Aztec, as with similar styled
surf SUPs, is really aimed at small to medium
sized waves and making the most of these
conditions. For sure, aptly skilled riders could
make them work in solid conditions but by
and large the Aztec should be able to milk the
surf for all its worth.
Where the differences lie is in the
type of turn you can achieve.
In comparison to the
Amigo, the Aztec flies
about all over the
place. It’s a slightly
flatter bottom
turn you’ll need
to employ but
speed back
up to the lip
is a given
and
bouncing
froth is
its
forte.
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Conclusion
So who’s this quiver for?
From a comparison point of view,
Loco’s Amigo 9.5ft and Aztec 7.7ft is a
true UK waterman package –
especially if you straddle windy wave
disciplines. Fancy a mellow small surf
sesh? Off you go with the Amigo.
Family fancy having a bash or
learning windSUP? Yep, it’ll be the
Amigo again. And what if the waves
should dial up slightly and/or you feel
like giving it some beans? No
problem, bust out the Aztec 7.7ft and
off you go. But wait, the wind’s come
up, but not enough for your fully
fledged windsurfing gear. Don’t
despair, stick your rig on the Amigo
and you’re good for it.
While the Amigo 9.5ft certainly works as
an intermediates progression platform,
the Aztec 7.7ft does require pre-requisite
paddle surfing fundamentals nailed
down. But at the same time you don’t
need to be a SUP World Tour Pro to eek
the most out of it.
Across both boards, manufacturing,
styling and fins are top drawer making
the pair an easy choice for a family
member who wants to rip across
different wave disciplines while having
toys available for family B, C and D to
also have fun when at the coast.
Both boards available in different sizes
for riders to match to ability, weight and
location
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SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk

Gear shed
b o a r d s

SUPM's test team is...
Stephane Lefevre, Richard Heathcote and Tez Plavenieks

Fused with water –
JP Fusion 9.2ft x 30.5” x 139L Pro 2017
We tested JP’s Fusion 8.5ft back in 2015 and were suitably
impressed with it as a crossover detuned performance wave rider.
(You can see that write up here – https://standuppaddlemag
.co.uk/2015/06/08/light-the-fuse-jp-australia-fusion-8-5ft/).

Price:

s h e d : h a r d

Fusion PRO 9.2ft - £1729

k i t

you believe. The Fusion’s thin
tail allows for critical turns
that have only been possible
in past years with ‘pro’ style
SUPs.

Fusion WOOD 9.2ft - £1229
Fusion AST 9.2ft - £999

Info:
http://jp-australia.com/
2017/sup/products/hardboards/fusion/

Getting over white water is
easy enough – the Fusion’s
impressive glide helping
immensely. That glide
comes into play again when
picking up waves. Dropping in
early it’s a smooth entry,
generating good speed even
on smaller walls. It’s also
easy to keep this speed
going with minimal effort,
which is essential for all
types of manoeuvre.

Firstly we have to say the Fusion 9.2ft
looks stunning. Bright livery, mixed with
brushed carbon finishing, make for an
eye-catching sled that screams high
end. The Fusion’s recessed carry
handle is balanced, although it
would have been nicer to be able to
fit knuckles right inside – only a
minor point though. Thruster fins
are good – the middle skeg is
actually a tad better quality than
the two supplied side bites. These
can always be upgraded. And the
pad is grippy yet comfortable.

For a 9ft board, it bottom
turns beautifully. While a
degree of dainty footwork
will be needed by riders
for powerful turns, it’s
certainly not a SUP that
requires huge amounts of
technique to get the best
from. For the majority of
SUPers looking to switch up
their all round SUP for
something way more
performance orientated the 9.2ft will
do just fine with plenty of room for growth. It’d
also work as a one board quiver for larger riders.

As we said, the Fusion range is a
slightly detuned line up of shapes
that straddle various SUP scenarios.
The 9.2ft fits firmly in the wave camp,
however, which is something you can feel
as soon as you step aboard. Lively underfoot,
JP’s Fusion begs riders to hunt down swells and
let rip. It carves beautifully and is much more
manoeuvrable than its dimensions would have

CONCLUSION
JP’s Fusion range continues to
deliver what most paddlers require
– attainable performance with
great user friendliness. Riders will
find this board totally fulfilling in
a wave environment with only
highly skilled riders needing
something a tad extra. That said all
riders will end up with a mile wide
smile on faces after a session with
this baby. Sexy looks, the ability to
turn intermediate surfers into rock
stars while offering a decent level
of wave riding for more advance
paddlers (plus windSUP
opportunities), JP’s 2017 Fusion
9ft is a worthy inclusion to
anyone’s quiver.
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In terms of manufacturing, construction
is good. Wood pokes through the bold
paint job while the deck pad is grippy
and comfy. The embedded carry
handle is ergonomic and makes
transporting the board a doddle,
while fin boxes (US and FCS side
bites) have been improved no
end. Fatstick is still a cost
effective brand but their gear is
certainly not cheaply built.

Price:
£649

Info:
www.supdirect.co.uk/fatsti
ck-shop/4584165157/pinkpanther-10ft/7870484

Glide is pretty good, although all
round nose SUPs require a few more

CONCLUSION
Fatstick’s Pink Panther 10ft may not
have livery to everyone’s taste but
its wave riding capabilities, for a
wide spectrum of paddler in various
conditions, are right up there. For
those not into paddle surfing it’s
also a sled that works fine on flat
water, delivering a stable platform
for all manner of SUP fun. For us
though we’d be looking to take the
Pink Panther out in anything from
slight breezy to clean knee to
shoulder high surf where possible. In
this environment plenty of fun will
be had.
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Once there, picking up small to
medium waves is a doddle. The
Pink Panther likes an early set
up but quickly slips into a
velvet smooth bottom turn,
progressively making its way
back up to the lip. At 10kg it’s not
a super feather weight board (it’s not
overly heavy either). Momentum
stays and riders will be back up to
lips quicker than blinking. Then
it’s over to your creativity and
how SUPers wish to proceed. We
managed a few more vertical
turns, although strong legs will
be needed for this. Cutbacks
are rewarding and only slight
adjustments are required to
get back on track, down the
line or onto the next section.
All in it’s a great tutor for
aspiring surfers or paddlers
wanting a quiver board for slack
days, small clean summery
conditions or longboard style
riding.

b o a r d s

On the water FS’s Pink Panther
feels composed but not dead
in the water. 30” isn’t super
wide in terms of SUPs and the
tail tapers efficiently, giving
it a boisterous personality.
While it’s perfectly applicable
to flat water paddling, even
for bigger boned individuals,
the Pink Panther is always
sniffing out swell.

paddle strokes to increase this.
Tracking meanwhile is top notch
– pick a point, aim and shoot.
The PP doesn’t deviate and will
therefore deliver paddlers to
the take off efficiently.

s h e d : h a r d

Firstly we’ll address the elephant in the room, the Pink
Panther’s colour! Yes, it’s pink, and has flowers on it. As such,
Fatstick themselves promote the Pink Panther as a female
specific SUP, but it doesn’t have to be. For those Alphas out
there who love a bit of colour then it’s perfectly fine for a
sweep on the PP.

kg ie t a r

Pretty in pink –
Fatstick Pink Panther
10ft x 30” x 180L

b o a r d s

Cruise control –
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co.
Classic Woody 11ft x 32.5” x 202L

s h e d : h a r d

As with paddling straight on the flat
riders will need to position
themselves further forwards
when taking off. Instinct
commands paddlers step to the
tail as swells lift and propel you
forwards. If you do this,
however, the Classic Woody
doesn’t rev up to full speed. In
complete contrast, standing
nose side injects FWBPC’s CW
with NOS and it’s whizzing off
down the line you go. For sure,
there’s every possibility to bang in
a few arcing turns but as a wave
riding SUP the CW adores a bit
of nose riding action.

For an 11ft SUP it’s not a giant log as this
size used to be a few years ago. Carrying is
much easier these days and the deep
recessed handle aids the process. Don’t
get us wrong, there’s a lot of foam here,
but wielding it around the beach isn’t
a chore.

Price:
£965

Info:

kg ie t a r

reflection and eyeing up their imminent next
wave. Here’s where things get interesting…

FWBPC’s Classic Woody 11ft is another fine looking specimen from
Charlie Cripwell and crew on the Isle of Wight. An all round sled it
boasts a very full nose tapering down into a fairly narrow square
tail. As with the brand’s Classic 9.11ft it mimics Californian retro
styling with a double stripe real wood veneer poking through
the top glass coat.

https://freshwaterbaypaddl
eboards.co.uk/standuppaddleboards-uk/

Once aboard the 11ft Classic
Woody cruises from a very forward
paddling position. Too far aft and
riders will experience a lot of
resistance as wind and chop get
underneath the nose and tries
to push you back. Flatten the
board off and it’s a different
story.

With the majority of width up
front it’s a much easier
process for newbie toes over
aficionados to creep along to
the front. Riders will need to
wax the naked zone,
otherwise it’s Ice Rink City.
Hanging five, however, is
pretty easy – even when
confronted with ankle biting
waves. Ten over is achieved
when swells have more punch
but in all scenarios it’s a great
tutor for this style or riding.

Protruding from the tail’s
underside are a well-made set
of 2+1 honeycomb thruster
fins. The tall central skeg
enables good tracking and it’s
swiftly out to any small to
medium waves. Once at the peak
the stability of the Classic Woody
11ft allows paddlers time for breath,

CONCLUSION
For small to medium size waves
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co.’s
Classic Woody 11ft is a cracking toes
to the nose tool. Full width up front
forgives clumsy footwork while
advanced nose riders will find it
almost magic carpet esque. While
arcing turns are possible the CW’s
forte is about utilising the wide
point, setting a rail and giving it
some soul arch action. All of this
with the added versatility of being a
good all round board for flat water
SUP shenanigans.
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Styled to rip –
Fanatic Stylemaster 9ft x 29” x 115L
Pure 2017 spotlight

9 & 10ft Pure Light - £1,049

s h e d : h a r d

On the water
The first thing riders
will spot when
jumping aboard the
Stylemaster 9ft is
that dome deck.
Having transitioned
from flatter deck
SUPs, this will be an
odd sensation. The
reason for the dome is
twofold: comfort and to
allow unwanted foam to
be stripped away from rails
making it more performance
orientated and better in
punchy waves. This isn’t
to say it won’t lap up
slack swell, but more on
this in a mo…

Out of the box

Price:

kg ie t a r

Featuring a wide round nose, for hanging
five or ten, a single into double concave with
V bottom, domed deck and super thin
stepped rails, it’s most definitely not the
perceived all round SUP you have in mind
when first laying eyes. The
Stylemaster may appear
similar to your everyday
10.6ft but it isn’t.

At roughly the same time last year we had the opportunity to try
out Fanatic’s 2016 10ft Stylemaster as part of a comparison test
which you can read here - standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/11/09/
peas-in-a-pod-fanatic-stubby-8-6ft-ltd-stylemaster-10ft-woodcomparison-review/ We liked it then and we like it now. As a
progressive wave rider that copes with toes over styling and
being thrown around, it was a new type of surf SUP that
moved away from smaller traditional shape designs. We
therefore couldn’t wait to try the brand’s 2017 9ft version
– a board which promised to be even more rippable.

9 & 10ft WE Ltd - £1,599

Info:
www.fanatic.com/product/s
tylemaster2/#productDetailsTabs3

Coming in bright white
accented blue livery, it’s a sexy
looking sled straight out of the
box. Fanatic’s Pure
construction is, as always, top
shelf with pinpoint attention to
detail given to all key areas. The
deckpad is superb, being grippy
but comfortable and running two
thirds of the way along the SM’s
deck. As with the 10ft version,
toes over aficionados will
need to wax the front
section if they’re
considering a walk along
the plank. While this is
fine it does seem a
shame to cover up the
9ft’s graphics with a
layer of wax. But
needs must…

At 115L the ‘float’
properties of the 9ft
aren’t going to be as
much as boards with a
higher number,
obviously. That said,
29” width is enough
to give the
Stylemaster 9ft
stability – after a
few sessions even
intermediate
paddle surfers will
become used to the
SM’s ways and as
such it would make
a good SUP to
transition from big
wave riding vehicles.

Flip the Stylemaster
over and the
supplied fins come
as a 2+1 thruster
configuration, with
a Futures box style
fitting. Fanatic’s
high end
performance skegs
look great in blue
honeycomb with a
6” central foil and
two smaller 4 1/2”
side bites. Being able
to position the middle
fin forwards or aft allows
for a degree of tuning –
riders can loosen the ride and
stiffen it up accordingly.
s

Gliding effortlessly, it’s
a swift process gaining
access to line ups and even
in choppy conditions is pretty
composed for its dimensions.
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Whipping off the bottom, Fanatic’s 9ft
powers up to the lip for a full round house
whack. Even lighter riders will find the SM
fulfilling and shouldn’t discount it as
being too big. Our feather weight tester
had immense amounts of fun.

up your chosen liquid wall it accelerates
like a whippet after a rabbit. As with the
10ft Stylemaster, riders can pilot the 9ft
from slightly further forwards. Super thin
rails and aft section does require a wave
of substance (not size) to allow paddlers
near the kick pad.

Within no time at all paddlers will be
hunting swells down and making the
drop with reckless abandon.
The Stylemaster isn’t a board which
catches waves super early, but neither is
it a technical surf SUP where riders have
to perch right on the peak. Having picked

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
The perception of performance
paddle surfing is that riders need to
utilising super tiny boards, when
that’s simply not the case – Fanatic’s
Stylemaster 9ft proves this point. For
medium to heavy weights, with a
degree SUP surfing skill, there’s no
reason the SM couldn’t be your one
and only performance surf machine.
Accommodating nose riders and lip
rippers equally, it performs in slack
waves while really ramping up when
surf gets punchy. Intermediates and
light weights will also find favour in
the Stylemaster – the former using it
as a progression tool while the latter
finding it a great quiver board. We
love the fact that Fanatic have
embraced the performance
longboard SUP surfing concept and
have run with the idea. As an
evolution of 2016’s 10ft version
2017’s 9ft Stylemaster offering will
win all paddle surfers over, wherever
you choose to ride).
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Dare we say it, the Stylemaster is also
primed for new school rippers to make
good use of. While care would need to be
taken, we can’t see any reason why
modern moves couldn’t be hammered
home (aerials for instance). And there’s
no reason to not use the 9ft SM in all
types of waves, right up to well overhead.

s h e d : h a r d

Mid to heavier weight riders will find the
9ft Stylemaster easily as manoeuvrable
as a more traditional looking surf shape –
yet without the technical paddling
difficulties associated. As such this could
be just the ticket for your all round
paddle surfing shenanigans. Maybe even
a one board does all?

kg ie t a r

On fatter waves it’s possible to chuck the 9ft
around in moderate fashion. It’s also this
type of swell that will help tutor newbies in
the ways of getting toes over. As rewarding
as this is, with a bit more punch to the swell
a whole different beast shows up.
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Breathe in the fun –
Hatha 10.6ft x 32”x 293L Oxygen
Hatha’s Oxygen is the second board from the Devon based brand
we’ve reviewed. The first thing we have to comment on are the
Oxygen’s looks – striking it sure is. Dan and the team have put
a lot of effort into the Oxygen and it shows. Quality fixtures
and fittings run through the whole design and a lot of
attention to detail has been paid to key areas – colour coded
D-rings for instance.

Price:
£549

Info:
http://hathaboards.co.uk/sh
op/sup-boards/theinflatable-hatha-supoxygen/

combined with it’s 6” thickness,
Hatha’s Oxygen is rigid and
ready for action – in fact,
there’s really not that much
deflection at all.
On the water the Oxygen
feels ready and willing for all
types of SUP shenanigans.
Exploring and general
paddling is fulfilling, while
hunting out small wavelets for
small surf fun is also applicable.
If you should find a few bumps
the Oxygen gets involved with
ease and it’s a board that could
help newbie surf paddlers
develop and progress.

Described by Hatha as a ‘go anywhere’
board, it’s certainly got characteristics
that allow for this. Many 10.6ft all
rounders feature a round nose. The
Oxygen buck’s this trend and
features a more elongated style
that sits between touring nose
and the aforementioned.
Tracking, for an iSUP, is therefore
much improved and glide also
follows suit. Sweeping in
straight lines sees the Oxygen
easily keeping up with
perceived faster stand up
paddle boards. It’s also a nose
that helps when punching out
through chop and swell, piercing
through white water much better
than many iSUPs.

As a keen river paddler,
Hatha brand owner Dan
Sulsh has also been spotted
using the Oxygen in modest
white water. As such, if
you’re a river paddling fan
searching for a sled to
combat easy to medium
flow runs then we’re pretty
sure the Oxygen will
accommodate. You can’t
knock the lively feel – due
mainly to the fin boxes being
set a little further forwards – and
manufacturing, rigidity and overall
quality is tip tops.

Military grade PVC and high quality
double layer Dropstitch lend the
Oxygen durability and it’s super easy to
deflate, roll up and pack away. Inflating is
fine – the supplied pump does the job
admirably.15 PSI gets it to full inflation and,

CONCLUSION
Hatha’s Oxygen is a super hard
wearing and durable SUP, making it
well suited to all types of stand up
paddling. For all round sweepers it’s
a good choice while moderate wave
paddle surfers, and even river
warriors, will enjoy the Oxygen too.
Stable with decent glide and great
tracking, the Oxygen 10.6ft will take
paddlers to various SUP
environments without hassle. A
small point, but we’d like to see a
slightly better bag with easier access
as the fins can get caught up on the
mesh and cord around the opening.
That said we love the
manoeuvrability of the Oxygen and
can see it providing lots of fun to a
wide spectrum of stand up paddlers.
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It takes a little longer to pump to 20 PSI so
McConks’ recommendation of 18PSI seems a
good compromise if you’re in a rush to get on
the water.

Bear Grylls touring –
McConks 12.8ft x 31” x 6” x 330L

It’s nice to have multiple grab handles and
carrying nets/tie down buckles on the deck
which are perfect for cruising/adventure
paddling. Having a front and back
bungee system ensures you can lash
down multiple pieces of essential gear.
This does, however, mean the deck
pad coverage doesn’t stretch to the
tail which may be limiting for those
wanting to pivot turn. Although if
this an issue it could be corrected
with sticky bumps

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

The last time we reviewed a McConks inflatable SUP we had the
opportunity to check out the brand’s very first prototype. This time
round McConks have handed us their 12.8ft Explore touring SUP.
With time in the shaping bay McConks have had time to refine,
tweak and develop their kit – straight out of the box and this is
definitely the case with the Explore.

Price:
££760 inc. carbon paddle
Also available with fibre glass
paddle, or without paddle
(£680 and £630 respectively).

Info:
www.mcconks.com/3-inflatablepaddle-board-packages

Coming as a double layer Dropstitch
manufactured iSUP it has a few key
features which set the board apart. Firstly is
the integrated three piece travel paddle
holder embedded within the bag’s opening
hatch. But it’s the inclusion of Futures
style side fin fins that really grabs
attentions. Having a 2+1 thruster set
up on a touring board is pretty
unusual with Futures fittings making
it even more so. We do like the
concept, however – it’s nice to see a
SUP company doing something
different. Over to SUPM’s test team
member Stephane Lefevre for the
rest of the low down on McConk’s
12.8ft Explore.

On flat water the Explore is nice and
stable and glide is efficient. For a
lightweight iSUP the 12.8ft generates a
lot of momentum and with point and
shoot tracking covering distance is
easy. It’s also a very comfortable
board to pilot.
The centrally located US Box fin
helps with tracking. But the real
benefit are those Futures side bites.
It’s with choppy water paddling
that riders will notice the benefits.
They bite in and help keep the
board composed and moving
forwards. Single fin touring boards
can be a handful if it’s breezy,
especially when paddlers are
sweeping across current, chop and
wind. Side bites strive to keep the
Explorer well-mannered and composed.
The result is fewer correctional strokes
being needed.’

The recommended pressure is 18PSI.
I found that 15PSI was perfectly fine
for general paddling, but to get the
best out of the board, 20PSI or more
helped with rigidity, and quality of the
Dropstitch and manufacturing materials
is right up there though so it can certainly
take more.

CONCLUSION
McConks have to be commended for
doing something different with their
Explore 12.8ft. Employing Futures
side fins bucks the iSUP trend and
having front and back kit stowage
options gives more places for
essentials to be stored during
distance or proper touring missions.
Gliding well with a good deal of
momentum it’s a board that chews
up miles easily and will make a fun
sled for those who enjoy point and
shoot style paddling. The Explorer’s
bag accommodates all the necessary
bits and bobs with handy paddle
storage within the actual opening of
the bag. All in it’s a nice board for
anyone looking to get a little Bear
Grylls, out and about with nature and
touring in the purest sense of the
word.
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Over to SUPM’s test team member Rich
Heathcote for the lowdown.
I really enjoyed paddling this board
and it copes well with a variety of
different conditions.

Price:
£749

The Coaster is really well made,
yet is still really light and easy to
transport and manoeuvre on the
water. It’s a very distinctive
colour, with tones of blue
accented by bright orange
ensuring you’ll stand out
paddling this baby. The grey
striped deck pad is
comfortable and gives good
grip with bare feet.

Info:
www.brightoncanoes.co.uk/productpages
/sup-boards/hobie-10-2coaster.htm

10.2ft is a great choice of
length: long enough to glide
well, yet small enough to have
a lot of fun in waves and on the
flat. At 4 1/2 inches thick this is
certainly one of the thinner
inflatables I’ve tried and you can
really feel the difference when paddling
it. Sitting in the water, as opposed to

CONCLUSION
Hobie’s Coaster 10.2ft is a good
example of a well-manufactured,
all round inflatable SUP that works
as either a family paddle toy,
mellow wave surf sled or flat water
cruising board. Easy to inflate and
offering a number of unique design
traits – such as the raised foot pads
– which make it instantly
recognisable as a Hobie.
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The nose rocker is smooth and when
pushed hard the board tracks really
well and rises up progressively,
giving a very efficient line with
few correctional strokes needed.
The tail rocker looked a little
odd at first as it is quite
pronounced. But I didn’t notice
anything different when
paddling. It released well in
turns both from the bow and
when stepping back from the tail.
A great tutor for anyone learning
the fundamentals of SUP.
It comes with a small fin that
looks like it would cope with most
conditions well. I haven’t been a
big fan of the slide and clip fin
system, finding that often the
fin doesn’t slide into place
smoothly or that the clip
doesn’t fit. Neither of these
problems were experienced
with Hobie, however. Hobie’s
version slips in very easily
and the clip worked
beautifully.
The raised foot pads make it
super comfy to paddle from the
optimised position and help
elevate the paddler – even with
the Coaster sitting lower in the
water. This makes for a unique ride
but one that is no less fun.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Hobie’s Coaster was eagerly anticipated, especially after checking
out the brand’s 12.6ft inflatable Tour (read the review here –
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2016/09/12/sup-the-placebo-effecthobie-tour-12-6ft-x-32-x-298l-review/). The Coaster is billed as
a one board does it all for families and/or those looking for
portability. Manufactured from Hi-Tech Dropstitch, it inflates
to 15 PSI and, as with the Tour, incorporates raised footpads
embedded beneath the main deck pad.

floating on it, you’re more stable and it is not
as ‘corky’ as some. It almost feels like a hard
board and is very enjoyable. 32” is pretty wide
and therefore the Coaster is really stable,
making it a great choice for all round paddlers
from a variety of skillsets.

kg ie t a r

Cruise, surf or tour –
Hobie Coaster 10.2ft x 32” x 232.7L

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Maximum brine time –
O’Shea 11ft x 34.5 x 290L windSUP
and 3m Grom rig
‘Tis the time of year for breeze. And as such you may be looking for Inflation of the O’Shea Wind+SUP 11ft is
standard procedure. The accompanying pump
something to accompany your paddling activities. We’ve covered makes easy work of blowing up. Having
windSUP before so it’ll come as no surprised that the suggestion of
completed the grunt work, it’s then a case
of attaching the fin and off you go.
attaching a sail to your board is a worthy recommendation. Many of
In paddling mode the 11ft tracks
the main brands offer this option, with O’Shea serving up a specific,
well and offers superb stability
optimised sled for this very thing – meet the brand’s Wind+SUP.

Price:
££749 for board
rig packages start at £250
(complete)

Info:
www.osheasurf.com/winds
up.html

with its 34.5” width. Sliding over
chop well, it’s a fun ride and
everyone from kids to adults will
love messing about on the
O’Shea in SUP mode.

Coming as an inflatable board and rig
combo, it has the distinct look and attention
to detail that every O’Shea product is
renowned for. The board itself it
manufactured from high quality
double layer Dropstitch. There are
two fin boxes on the underside –
one for general paddling and a
centre option for when in
windSUP mode. (This is to
alleviate ‘side slip’ and help
with progress upwind). The
deck pad is grippy and comfy
with a rig insert embedded
beneath up front.

Attach the rig (which is quick and
efficient to assemble) and the
whole package is transformed
into a wind powered machine.
Those used to windsurfing will
find great light air fun to be
had with its simple design –
light wind freestyle, cruising or
heading off on touring
missions are all good.
If you fancy introducing
riders to the world of wind
sports then it’s definitely
applicable with O’Shea’s
Wind+SUP package. The light
weight rig is perfect for nailing
sail handling fundamentals
while the stable and soft
platform of the 11ft inflatable
makes it a joy to experiment with
foot placements

We were sent the Grom 3m
sail, mast and boom, although
alternative sizes are available.
Everything you need for
windSUP action is included in
the compact rig’s bag, while the
iSUP rucksack is heavy duty,
wheeled and features a rubberise
gripped top handle for increased
comfort when transporting.

CONCLUSION
As a multiple discipline watersports
toy, O’Shea’s Wind+SUP package
would be a great choice for paddlers
looking to dabble with wind driven
sports or those already into
windsurfing wanting multiple light
and no wind options. Good for
beginners learning, while advanced
windies will have fun with a bit of
‘dancing’, it’s also sweet in paddle
mode and even performs well when a
few bumps turn up. It’s worth getting
the maximum PSI into the board for
windSUP shenanigans and definitely
utilise the secondary middle fin with
sail attached. A must have set of
tools for paddlers or windsurfers this
autumn/winter wanting to maximise
their brine time.
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Many paddlers will be aware you
can ‘surf’ any kind of SUP in
theory. Dropping into a wave and
gliding along a face is easily
doable on most boards. There are
very few inflatables, however,
that deliver a true representation
of what paddle surfing actually is.
Red’s The Whip is one such sled
which ticks all the boxes. SUPM test
team member Stephane Lefevre gives
us the low down.

Price:
£749

Info:
http://redpaddleco.com/uk
/board/810-whip/

First impressions and it looks a lot smaller than
any other air SUP I have seen or been on! As usual
Red offers great build quality – the brand’s MSL
technology and manufacturing is awesome.
Feeling light and stiff, thanks to the RSS (Rail
Stiffening System) battens, I was pleased to see
Red keeping the concept even on a smaller boards.
In fact, when talking about wave riding it’s even
more important to have a rigid platform –
anything that can help with this is always going to
be welcome.
The Whip’s central fin is proper high performance
and brilliant it being a US Box fitting. This gives
opportunity to swap out and tune the board if you
wish. I would’ve liked more performance
orientated side fins, instead of the moulded plastic
ones supplied. This is only a minor point, however.

CONCLUSION
The Whip from Red Paddle Co is a true
wave riding vehicle filled full of air! It
certainly works in surf environments
and a delivers as realistic a paddle
surfing experience as you’re likely to
get with iSUPs currently – although
technology is advancing fast. Ridden
best off the tail it’s a compact and
thin railed iSUP that’s great for a
variety of riders – newbies or
experienced. If you’re looking for a
wave riding vehicle that has oodles of
convenience in the storage and
transport department, with
performance to boot, then search no
further.
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The Whip’s nose is wide
but not in a bad way. It
helps paddlers get over
white water fairly well –
floating up above broken
waves you’ll be in position
without hassle. It also
makes a good SUP platform
for hanging your tootsies over,
nose rider style. Just be aware
there’s no anti-slip in this area.
A narrow pin tail is what helps with bottom turns
and gives a more responsive feel at the top of the
wave allowing for proper lip hits – it’s pretty
comparable to a hard shell board in this instance.
If it wasn't for a very small amount of ‘play’ you
would forget The Whip is an iSUP and not a
composite board.
Bottom turn, top turn, without drifting sideways;
as long as you ride from the tail it really is a proper
surf orientated air filled SUP that works incredibly
well in most wave environments. It’s also
accessible and user friendly for those paddlers
new to SUP surfing. Anyone wanting to move into
this part of the sport, but wanting to keep that
space saving/transport flexibility iSUPs are great
for, should give Red Paddle Co’s The Whip a whirl.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Red Paddle’s The Whip 8.10ft surf specific SUP has been
available for a few months now, winning hearts over in
various global locations. Speaking of winning The Whip
also won 2015’s European SUP Surfing Champs
(inflatable division) which should tell you a lot.

Easy and quick to inflate The
Whip gets up to 18PSI in a flash,
although it can take 20PSI. At
18PSI, however, it’s a super solid
board and raring to go. 3.93”
thickness is a lot thinner than
many of the inflatables we’ve
been testing of late. As such you
are much closer to the water
which makes The Whip feel
more stable, deliver less
‘bounce’ (as you’re not
buffeted by chop) and really
gets riders in contact with
their environment.

kg ie t a r

Air wave –
Red Paddle Co The Whip
8.10ft x 29” x 150L 2016

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Fun outta the box –
Redwood Paddle Funbox Pro
12.6ft x 29” x 279L
hard. (After a few sessions progressing
riders wouldn’t notice the 29” width).
It’s super quick and would make an
interesting first race board. To test its
race pedigree further I tried to put a
more performance orientated fin in
the box but found it didn’t quite fit,
which is something Redwood do
acknowledge. Sanding a degree of
material off the bottom does help
though. If you do want to switch to a
more performance orientated type
then probably best to check this first.
(The brand actually sell a more
performance skeg optimized for the
Funbox Pro, the Stinger, which you
can find here http://redwoodpaddle.com/
gb/fins/108-aileron-raceuberworks-stinger-.html).

Redwood Paddle may be based across the Channel in France
but their connections with the UK remain. Cornish transplant
Rory Merry passed us the Funbox Pro 12.6ft to test for this
issue and, having first laid eyes on the brand’s gear a few
months ago, we couldn’t wait to take it for a spin.
Utilising Dyneematech manufacturing
materials, the Funbox Pro is super light; in
fact one of the lighter inflatables we’ve
reviewed. Its 6” thickness also
ensures there are no rigidity issues
and the whole product is polished
and refined. Over to SUPM’s test
team member Richard Heathcote
for more.

Price:
€699

Info:
http://redwoodpaddle.com/g
b/board-sup-stand-uppaddle-surf/127-sup-r-pro12-6.html

The first thing that struck me
about the 12.6ft was how light it
was. And as a result it’s very easy
to put up on top of the van,
already inflated if needed. The
carry handle is well padded and
also very comfortable, making the
whole act of transporting a doddle.

I’d be interested to see a skilled
SUPer make it work at a race event.
It’d be amusing to watch an iSUP
smoke hard board riders – which I
think you could easily do on
Redwood’s Funbox Pro. It accelerates
quickly and glides beautifully. Water
flows beautifully around the board and
makes cruising a pleasure, even in
choppy water.

Well made and looking like a more
traditional longboard it’s pretty eye
catching, the only difference
between this and a Cali style
longboard is the Redwood skull logo.
The supplied fin is simple to insert and
secure, using a thumb tightening screw
mechanism. Paddling on my local stretch it
delivered decent tracking – the rails and tail
shedding water efficiently to increase glide.

For those looking to use the Funbox Pro as
a touring board, the elastic storage straps on
the front add this as an option. It won’t take
loads of gear but still enough for day trips. On
paper you’d think Redwood’s Funbox isn’t as
versatile as it actually is. As such, I enjoyed
testing it immensely..

At 29” wide the Funbox 12.6ft may feel a little
lively for some paddlers, but you really notice
the increase in performance when paddling

CONCLUSION
Redwood Paddle are a newer
addition to the UK SUP market but if
their 12.6ft Funbox Pro is anything to
go by then paddlers will be spoilt. A
fast inflatable that can also be used
in touring mode, it’s a lively feeling
machine which, in the right hands,
could be used to great effect within
SUP races. Super light, durable and
cost effective, Redwood Paddle’s
12.6ft Funbox Pro iSUP is a good
example of how inflatables can
straddle multiple environments.
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Stand up paddler's love NCW - our range is
ideal for SUP. Whether surfing,
downwinding or keeping toasty during
mellower sessions our extensive list of
products are designed with frequent cold
water use in mind. NCW thermal rashies,
hoods, boots, socks and gloves are necessary
accessories paddlers can't be without.
If you're going to get
wet you'll be needing
some NCW rubber!
Check our full range at
www.northcoast
wetsuits.co.uk or for
personal service and
advice give us a call on
01208-880839.
FREE shipping using the
offer code 'SUPM' when
you place your order
online for a limited
time.

For the touring
paddler check out our
great range of dry
bags - perfect for
keeping your
belongings
moisture free.

As reviewed in SUP Mag UK
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/10/12/like-a-glove-northcoast-wetsuits-mini-front-zip-winter-steamer-review
93
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Beast mode fun –
RRD Air Venture 12ft x 36” x 360L
V2 spotlight
RRD’s Air Venture 12ft is a beast, in a good way of course. With
a whopping 36” inches of width and 360L worth of volume it
really is a platform – read mini aircraft carrier! When you
consider its name and the job in mind it’s no wonder though.
Adventure paddling takes on many different guises but in all
cases the need to load up your sled with maximum gear,
without losing performance, is key. RRD’s Air Venture then
sits firmly at the center of the camping, exploring and
fishing sphere.
scuffing a more
delicate skeg. In this
instance the supplied
fin does the required
job more than
adequately.

Out of the bag

Price:
£809

Info:
www.robertoriccidesigns.
com/equipment/shop/
airventure-v2/

The first thing you notice is that
the Air Venture isn’t as big as
you’d imagine when packed
down. For sure there’s a lot
more ‘material’ to handle
but, as with all quality
inflatable SUPs, the RRD
fits neatly into its
heavy duty wheeled
bag, complete with
pump and three piece
paddle if needed.

On the
water
36” makes for a
wide platform.
Long limbed
paddlers can
certainly get the
RRD under their
arm to carry but
some of lesser
stature may need
a hand getting it
to the put in. A
cushioned webbing
handle does make
the process more
comfortable though.

Unfurled, and it’s
standard procedure to
inflate. Even with all
that extra space for air
the inflating process
doesn’t take too much
longer – maybe a
couple of minutes but
that’s all. And with the
supplied dual action RRD
pump the act of showing
up and blowing up is pretty
straightforward.

One thing we expected
was the Air Venture to be
heavy. While there’s no
denying all that extra SUP
does add some weight, it’s still a
light vehicle relative to its size
and purpose. Our smaller tester had
no issues manoeuvring it around on
land, shifting it into position, ready for
the off.

RRD utilise their Sandwich
Dyneema Belt (SDB) technology
to great effect with the Air
Venture. At 6” thick it’s a rigid and
tough iSUP. There’s no doubt about
these added stringers, however, which
increase this no end. Combined with high
quality Dropstitch you have an impressive
looking, built to last inflatable stand up
paddle board that’ll stand the test of time.

Jumping aboard, it’s such a stable board it’s
laughable. The wide tail and mid-point do
everything in their power to keep you bolt
upright. We jumped all over the Air Venture
and really had to fight to take a dunking. To
prove the point further, one of SUPM’s team
also went paddling while sitting atop a beach

The Air Venture is finished off with a single US
box fin protruding from the tail. Paddlers are
free to swap this out if necessary, but actually
there’s no need with the Air Venture. After all,
this is a SUP built for exploring and in
confined, shallow spaces you may end up
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With such a stable platform there was
expectation RRD’s AV would feel slightly
dead in the water. Not so, however. Moving
aft and there’s a playful liveliness that
makes itself known. So much so that we
went for a play in small swell, only to find
the Air Venture coped well. It’s certainly not
a surfer but it’s nice to discover the board’s
versatility.

Fully loaded it tracks well and glide’s great.
Paddlers will need to dig in during initial
strokes to get the momentum going but once
up and running it just goes. As such RRD’s AV
does an admirable job of impersonating a
more traditional touring SUP

CONCLUSION
Bridging the gap between mega SUP and
narrower sled, RRD’s Air Venture is a super
versatile inflatable stand up paddle board
that’s equally happy being taken on
camping sojourns as it is gliding offshore in
the tide while pilots fish for their supper.
Head off on overnighters or take it for a spin
in some small waves – whatever you have in
mind for fun SUP adventures, the Air
Venture will take you there in style.
Light weight, relative to the actual size of
the board, its 36” width ensures every
SUPers will come away from their session
with dry hair smile while family sweepers
will find the perfect multiple paddler toy
without having to shell out on a giant SUP.
It’s nice to come across a board that wears
its size on its sleeve but doesn’t compromise
on performance. Everyone who tried the RRD
Air Venture had a beaming grin on their face
after their session – we’re sure you will too….
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So what about the AV’s actual purpose?
During the test we went fishing, loaded it up
with all manner of gear – including toddler
and wife. During every ‘test’ the Air Venture
remained composed, taking it all in its
stride without compromising on the
paddling experience.

chair positioned on the Air Venture’s deck. If
you know any anxious paddlers worried
about falling then introduce them to the Air
Venture – dry hair as standard!

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s
kg ie t a r

All things sea –
Procella Hoe he'e nalu SUP tee

Razor sharp –
Shamal Stone acetate sunglasses

w w w. p ro c e l l a . c o . u k

w w w. s h a m a l w i n d s u r f i n g . c o m

From the creative design mind of Tiesda You (Starboard’s
main foam mower if you didn’t know) come Shamal
sunglasses. Manufactured with enormous amounts of
attention to detail, Shamal sunnies look the bomb and are
the clearest, sharpest and most practical pair of shades
we’ve ever worn.
Procella Clothing have been a long time supporter of the UK’s
stand up paddle boarding scene and their latest tee design
highlights this point perfectly. Featuring board and two
paddles, with Hawaiian slogan, it couldn’t be more authentic
if it tried.
Light weight organic brushed cotton and bold graphics make it
a sweet garment to wear and stand out in. One thing we
usually notice with white threads is the ability to pick up stains
– not so here. While Procella’s tee won’t fend off a rogue bowl of
spag bol it does seem to brush away usual, everyday scuffs
and lint.
As well as wearing to the beach, it’s a piece of clothing that
also looks the bomb round town. We’ve always said in the past
that brands such as Procella are more worthy of paddler’s hard
earned coin as they actually live the life. Big brand surf gear,
these days, while certainly not bad, don’t have the unique
identity that company’s like Procella gift the wearer. Standing
out as a SUPer is pretty easy with this on your back.

CONCLUSION
The Procella Hoe he'e nalu SUP tee shirt is something all paddlers
should have in their wardrobe. Casual by nature, it can also be worn
away from the beach and we love the light weight durable nature of
the combed cotton material. Having been involved in watersports
for over 20 years, Procella know a thing or two about SUP and the
sea – their brand name itself means wave, storm and all things
associated with the sea!
Price: £22
Info: https://www.procella.co.uk/collections/sup/products/paddletee

Here we tested Shamal’s special edition Stone acetate fitted
with two-tone Emerald Gradient polarised lenses. From Carl
Zeiss the lenses are scratch resistant, anti-reflection and
enhanced with contrast coating. The result? Being able to see
again! We say this because the focus you get is super sharp.
And everything good under the sun comes through in startling
HD. These lenses are simply superb.
But don’t get us wrong, Shamal’s frames are no slouch either.
Featuring a hook styled ear fixing, they sit on the wearer’s face
and don’t move. When you spend long periods of time next to
water, sometimes bending and leaning over, it’s no wonder
sunnies end up on the sea bed. Shamal’s Stone glasses simply
stay affixed.
In terms of look Shamal’s Stone sunnies are distinct with bold
S logo adorning each arm. Tiesda’s attention to detail and keen
eye for a top drawer product really shines through. They look
great while remaining distinct and unique. Plus, it’s nice to
have a watersports accessory brand that will be putting
something back into the sport.

CONCLUSION
Amazingly clear, sharp and vision enhancing lenses make
Shamal’s Stone sunglasses a real winner. Combined with a bunch
of other stylish features, including ear hook arms, these babies
suit all types of environment – not just the beach. Equally at
home in more conservative environments or hanging out at your
local SUP put in, you’ll stand out from the crowd with a pair of
Shamal sunglasses.
Price: $270.
Info: www.shamalwindsurfing.com/collections/acetatesunglasses-1/products/evo
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The Spinnaker joins the ever-popular Mist, Coasteer and
Breaker styles in Chatham’s technical footwear collection.
Chatham will continue to donate £1 from the sale of every pair
of shoes to youth sailing charity, UKSA and they come with a
two-year manufacturer’s guarantee.

Style on the move –
Chatham Spinnaker G2
Performance Boat Shoe
w w w. c h a t h a m . c o . u k

Features:
l

l
l
l

The midsole has strategically placed drainage holes to
allow water to disperse from the interior of the shoe in
under 10 seconds.
The phylon compound offers maximum flexibility and
cushioning.
The outsole is made from a rubber latex for supreme
traction in wet or dry conditions.
Two years manufacturer guarantee.

CONCLUSION
If you feel the need for a stylish, grippy water shoe that wouldn’t
look out of place anywhere along the waterline including the
pub, then look no further – I love them.

By Chris Stubbs
Over the last few years we have been sent so many differing
types of water shoe that we’ve lost count. However, few, if
any have been quite as stylish as the Chatham Spinnakers,
so much so, that you’ll be wearing them in all walks of life so
to speak and keep them away from watersports.

Price: £99
Info: https://www.chatham.co.uk/spinnaker-technicalprofessional-sailing-shoes-purple

Chatham’s home grown range of shoes extends across a huge
range for all types of outdoor activities but these are worthy
additions to any paddler’s kit box, particularly when you’ve
finished paddling and hoofing it off down the pub.
Available in brown, navy blue and grey, the finish is top-notch
with neat detailing and stitching with the seams looking like
they would stand up to a good old pasting.
Inside you find the Barefoot designed AQUAGO sole unit, with
water drainage and breathable materials. Super lightweight,
with excellent grip.
The shoe also features Chatham’s Aqua Go technology which
drains water from the shoe within ten seconds, through its
unique three layer drainage system. This makes the Spinnaker
perfect for getting soaked if you feel the need to and just so
you know – they do empty that fast!
Personally though, I think they are too stylish for that and I’ve
used them just by the waterside where incidently they provide
excellent grip in slippy conditions, which is why I guess they
are very popular with sailors.
97
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All set for autumn –
Palm Seti Top

Whatever the weather –
dryrobe Advance short sleeve
change robe

http://palmequipmenteurope.com

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

http://dryrobe.com

There are products you can’t do without and kit that falls by
the wayside – even when initially you perceive it as critical.
dryrobe’s Advance short sleeve change robe is most
definitely the former. Over the last few months it’s been in
heavy rotation. Even with a change room on wheels at our
disposal (read van) there’s nothing better than finishing up
your SUP sesh and sliding into a warm, cosy dryrobe. It’s like
a big hug… A big hug that dries you off, protects wearers
from the elements and fights against weather.

By Philip Carr
www.unsponsored.co.uk
We’ve been using a Palm Equipment Seti top here at
Unsponsored HQ for over six months. It has been put to use
both on and off the water.
The Seti is designed as a lightweight insulation layer. The cut
of the Seti can be described as athletic, as I am not designed
that way I have gone up one size and the fit is spot on. The Seti
reminds me of technical base layers from the likes of Mountain
Equipment or Haglofs.

Featuring a fleece liner, waterproof outer, multiple pockets and
over sizing across key areas dryrobe’s Advance change robe is
definitely a winner. Enter with wet gear still adorned, utilise the
durable double zipper and get changed beneath without
flashing the whole carpark.

The fabric is very lightweight with a waffle structure with an
almost fleecy inner texture and I have found that it is
extremely breathable and does dry incredibly quickly.

With two side splits in the material it’s a doddle shifting about
inside the dryrobe and actually removing wet gear to replace
with dry threads. But what if you aren’t done yet but need
some protection from wind chill? No probs, simply place over
your wetsuit or rashy/boardshorts combo and hey presto, an all
weather, shower proof, wind proof, hard wearing jacket that’s
great for grabbing refreshments without being at the mercy of
Mother Nature. Boosting your core temperature this winter
never looked so good!

The collar has a low profile that doesn't seem to interfere with
latex gaskets and the chest pocket is big enough to accept a
set of car keys for example. The men’s version has blue
highlights in the form of the Palm logo and colour coordinated
zips. The ladies version comes with a slightly different cut and
is complete with pink highlights. All of the seams are low
profile and Palm have even included thumb loops, which I
really like as it makes life easier when putting a dry suit or dry
top on over the base layer.

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

dryrobe’s Advance change robe is simply awesome and a must have
for all paddlers whatever the time of year. Utilise either as a change
garment or way to heat up between sessions it works great and
employs a few features that makes the process all the more
efficient. Splits in the hem allow for swapping out of clothes, giving
the wearer room to move, while remaining covered up. Meanwhile
the fleece lining helps wick away moisture and keep paddlers
warm. External pockets and a large internal storage pouch allow for
essentials to be carried or stowed away during changing and the
hard wearing material utilised by dryrobe ensures the Advance
change robe is a long lasting product.

After lots of use the top still looks pretty respectable, no holes,
rips or tears and all of the seams and zips are working as they
should. It has held its shape and hasn’t taken on the usual
kayaking type smell that many synthetic base layers acquire. On
many occasions the Seti top has been used in conjunction with a
pair of Seti pants, which are essentially a pair of long johns made
from the same Seti fabric.
For really cold days the Seti top has been supplemented with an
additional insulation layer but on cool spring days or early/late
summer paddles I have found the Seti top more than warm enough.

Price: £94.99
Price: £39.99
Info: http://dryrobe.com/collections/frontpage/products/dryrobeadvance?variant=1138875764/

Info: http://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/seti-1
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AQUASPORT INTERNATIONAL SUPPLIES THE HIGHEST
QUALITY V-COLD PANTS, TOPS, BASE LAYERS AND
PFDS FOR SUP PADDLERS IN EUROPE

BSUPA approved SUP school in
Essex°ÊBeginner
Ê
& Progression
tuition° Team of qualified
& friendly
Instructors°ÊActive
Ê
membership HUB° Tours,
events, kit demo & skills clinics°

SUP

For all enquiries sales@aquasportinternational.com

777,56980:.98:213,'/$Ê
59'&// 456980:.98:213Ê
#7:--&64%56980:.98:213Ê
+)"()4+(!**

Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360

McConks

iSUP

A new name in the fastest growing water-sport in the world

McConksUK

“Stability is good up front and it’s
“
a
fun sled to throw in some nippy
pivot turns from the tail”

form that
“A rigid and versatile plat
s will appreciate”
A wide variety of standup

Follow us @

“Families will get a lot
out of the 10’8 McConks
”

Complete beginner/intermediate inflatable
paddleboard packages available from £580.
Pro quality carbon fibre paddles from £150

www.mcconks.com

Purchase a £50.00 Directory ad in the SUP Mag UK and we’ll send you 10 mags to sell at £5.99. You keep the
money and have the chance to make your money back plus a small profit:) Or you can use them in
whichever way you wish.
RESULT: a free ad for your SUP business - can’t say fairer than that! Call Anne on 01480 465081
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WindsurfingUK is the mag for the UK scene…
If you want to be in with a chance of nabbing your very own copy
then head across to the subscription page where you can buy a
single issue or sign up for a year. Go on, you know you want to!
https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
windsurfinguk-subscription/
Buy the print version and get the digital edition for FREE!
Combined with the digital version, and our website, we
think we'll have you covered!
To buy the digital issue of the magazine separately go to:
https://www.joomag.com/magazine/
windsurfinguk/M0042074001475579769

